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THIS COLOUR guard, made up of army, navy and airforce 
veterans and representatives from Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police led the parade at Remembrance Day ceremonies. Accepting
the salute was General George Pearkes. The ceremonies were held 
at the cenataph in front of the Sidney Town Hall.
GENERAL PEARKES, holder of the Victoria Cross 
among other distinguished awards and former 
lieutenant governor for British Columbia and Mrs. 
M.B. Graham representing mothers who lost sons in 
the war, lay the first wreath at the Remembrance Day 
ceremonies.
Property Owners Seek 
Road Construction
Three Norlli Snanieh 
properly owners have applied 
10 eoimeil for eonsiriiclion of a 
resicleniial serviee road,
Haihara .laekson, 827.1 Alee 
Uoad, Kennelh Neal, 9589 
l.apwiiu; Plaee, apd Hileen 
Itrimhle, I,os Angeles, 
C'alirornia, asked for 
ei'nsideralion under eonniry 
lane siandartls eiled in a 
snhdivision and development 
eonirol by-law.
The three properly owners 
stilled they would "hopel'iilly” 
pariicipiiie on an eipial eosi 
sharing hiisis of one-lliird with
a posted bond guaranteeing the 
completion and c|italily of 
work.
“The eonniry lane eoneepi 
would enhance the atmosphere 
itlretidy pre.seni that the regular 
road would destroy,” ti letter 
I'rom Neal read.
The country lane concept 
would permit much more 
privacy,” the letter said, 
“deiering the enrions.”
The properties involved 
begin at the corners of I'alkirk 
and Inverness and rim ctisi.
Council rererred the 




Sidney Teen Activity Group 
will be allowed to administer 
monies they have raised.
Sidney council voted last 
week to leave the 
administration of funds as it is 
now, with council looking 
after grants to the teen group 
and STAG deciding where 
money they collect througli 
various activities will go.
“It doesn’t appear there 
was much problem as it was,” 
said Bob Hope, speaking on 
behalf of STAG.
Council had earlier asked 
STACi workers to choose 
between two alternatives in the 






“The grant amounts to a 
sponsorship,” Mayor Peter 
Malcolm told STAG' 
represcntal i ves, “ Wc’rc 
interested in what you do and 
how you do it.”
Malcolm was asking tliat 
STAG be accountable to 
council vN'hen any money is 
spent “for us to assess the 
good you’re doing.”
“ The problem up to now has 
been a communication one,” 
Aid. Ross Martin said, 
assuring council that S'TAG 
would make their books
FIREMEN SELL 
SMOKE DETECTORS
Sidney Volunteer Firemen 
have initiated a program Ihtit 
will niitkc available to Sidney 
and peninsula residents, 
ioni/aiion type residential 
smoke detectors, ■
The “Guardian” detector, 
which the volunteers have 
chosen for distribution, was 
recently rated number one by 
consumer reports,
Sidney volunteers |d;ui to 
hold four dcmonsinilions at 
which lime detectors may be 
purchased, or ordered if 
t|uanlilies run out,
Dcinonsi rat ions will be held 
between 10 a,m. &. 1 11,111, on 
the following Saturdays; Nov, 
20 ik 21 and Dec, 4 A: 11 at the 
Sidney Fire I hill.
Detectors may also be 
ordered by contacting any 
Sidney volnnlccr.
The price of detectors will be 
similar to other Vicloriii area 
l•'irc Dcparimcnis units til .1145 
each.
Some noted fuels 
about residentitil fire deaths 
are that most fires oeeni 
between the hours of twelve 
midnight :md si.x :i,m, and 
most people die, front 
asphy.xialion rather ihiiii 
burning.
It is hoped that many 
icsidcnis lake advantage of 
this iirogiiim, as these 
detectors has'c saved niimy 
lives in the past,
lor further informiilion 




At a ret|uesl from the Union 
"I British Columbiti 
Municiptiliiies Ceniriil Stianich 
Council looked ;il ;i reeenlly 
released Committee of 
1 lousing Report.
The report more commonly 
known as the Bawlf Re|iorl 
looks at the housing |iroblem 
aiul suggests the provineitil 
government have more s;iy in 
numicipal housing decisions. 
Council was not pleased 
with I lie report.
AkI. George MiieF’aiiane 
saiti ‘‘Some of the 
lecomineiulalions tire alright 
hut some tire cpiile 
unacceptable, they are 
diciaioritil.”
While eoimeil wtinled more 
lime to CNtunine the re|iorl they 
ilid agree to reply to UBCM 
staling their general dislike of 
the recoinmendiilions it made.
avtiilablc to councillors.
One of the advantages of 
letting STAG administer their 
own money is immediate 
access to it, he said. They don’t 
have to go through the 
“unnecessary bureaucracy” 
wtien they want to purchase 
something for the elub or for 
activities.
Some of the more recent 
expenditures I’.ave been 
|iurchase of a pool table, 
stereo, and subsidies for low- 
iiicome members who could 
not afford to join in the 
act Ivil ies.
Aid. Gib Baal and .lim Lang 
were opposed to leaving some 
control of finances to STAG. 
The implication was, Baal 
siiid, that “as politicians we 
ciin’i be trusted with .STAG 
money.”
It was decided to leave the 
administration of riinds as they 
are and to ask STAG to 
provide a monthly slaiemeni 
of their finances.
GRIEVE THREA TENED 
WITH FISTICUFFS 
B Y IRA TE CITIZEN
Controversial Bylaw 194 At Issue
Doing so “at some political 
peril,” North Saanich council 
gave third and final reading to 
zoning By-law 194 Monday 
night, a move that prompted 
one member of the audience to 
immediate action.
The unidentified man had to 
be restrained by other 
members of the audience when 
he moved threateningly toward 
Mayor Paul Grieve, shouting, 
“I“LL GET YOU NEXT 
APRIL.”
It took some persuasion 
before the man left the room.
He did not explain what he 
meant by the threat.
C'ouncil chambers were 
tilled with concerned property 
owners who left the meeting 
obviously dismayed by the 
approval of the By-law to its 
1 inal stage before adoption.
Opponents to the by-law 
were Aid. George Westwood 
and Aid. George Cumpston 
who voted against the 
ammended draft.
Westwood accused Grieve of 
“directing 194 through the 
hoops,” and defended the 
“rights of people to do w'hat 
they want with their 
|iroperly.”
Final amendments to 
the by-law include allowing 
small lot owners on Madrona 
and Pat Bay to rebuild in the 
event their houses are 
destroyed by fire.
Fence height restrictions for 
small lots with a frontage of 70 
or less have been added.
Accessory building and 
structures restrictions were 
revised so two buildings may 
be constructed if they do not 
exceed 300 square feet, and a 
garage or carport may be 
erected on the property.
Regidalions with respect to 
construction of boathouses 
have been incorporated.
An additional section 
provides that if any term of the 
by-law is held invalid it may be 
severed from the by-law.
The main objection to the 
by-law on the part of 
Westwood and Cumpston 
seemed to be the .seven-acre 
subdivision minimum for parts 
of the rural zone. The other 
rural designation falls into a 
two-acre minimum.
“ The economic realities of 
developing a two-acre
subdivision...makes a seven 
acre minimum unnece.ssary,” 
Westwood said.
“The tax ba.se will .shift 
regressively,” he warned, and 
single family dwellers will be 
faced with increased taxes. 
“Some people may be taxed 
right out of their homes," he 
said, and North Saanich will 
become a ‘‘rich man’s 
enclave.” .
Cumpston argued against 
council’s ■ earlier statements 
that By-law 194 was in keeping 
with the regional plan, saying 
that North Saanich should not 
have to provide rural land for 
the core municipalities unless
there is revenue sharing 
between the municipalities.
Besides, certain aspects of 
the regional plan have been 
ignored in the by-law, he said.
By-law 194 will be the basis 
of a community plan for North 
Saanich which will be drawn 
up next year. Tbe community 
plan, though, will be a separate 
document.
All applications for zoning 
changes have been kept on file 
and property owners can apply 
after the by-law is adopted, 
which will be at the next 
regular meeting of council on 
December 6.
REQUEST MADE FOR NEW 
TRAFFIC LIGHT BY RCMP
The intersection at 
McTavish Road and East 
Saanich needs a traffic light, 
according to Sidney RCMP 
Sgl. Alan Tomlins.
“It is becoming increasingly 
apparent that the traffic flow 
through (that intersection) ha.s- 
increased to a level where 
concern for adequate control is 
necessary,” read a letter from 
Tomlins to North Saanich 
council at Monday’s meeting.
Complaints about motorists 




Roy’s Chevron service 
station, on McDonald Park 
Road and Pat Bay highway, 
was broken into last Thursday 
night or Friday morning.
Three suspects have been 
charged in connection with the 
break-in. They are: Robert 
Hardner, 23, of Vancouver; 
Jcrold Kennelh Trotl, also 23, 
of New Westminster; and 
Timothy David Trott, 19, of 
New Westminster.
A B.C. Ferries employee 
reported to Sidney RCMP 
about a group of people paying 
their ferry fare in coins, and 
the three were arrested in 
Delta.
Thirty-two dollars was 
stolen from the cigarette 
nutchinc inside the service 
station.
signs have been received by 
RCMP, Tomlins said.
“Upon stopping these 
violators, the _ same
information, comes to light 
‘they have not noticed the stop 
signs.”
Activity at the two 
commercial outlets located at 
the intersection causes a 
“sufficient degree of 
diversion” to passing 
motorists, the letter read, 
causing them to miss seeing the 
signs.
“It is more good luck than 
management that accidents at 
this intersection are low.”
Tomlins suggested a four­
way red flashing' light; 
suspended over the centre of 
the intersection to draw the 
attention of motorists.
Council voted to look into 
the cost of the installation of 
the light, estimated to be 
$4,000.
We Apologize
Jean Butler, Central Saanich 
incumbent mayor, has been 
wronged by The Sidney 
Review, in the present election 
campaign.
Twice, we stated she would 
devote her “free” time to the 
job. In fact Mayor Butler 
works full time in the 
mayoralty.
We apologize to her and the 
electorate for misrepresenting 
her intentions.
A FOX HUNT\oo\< place across Saanich riekls lasi 
Saliirtlay inoniing. There were approxinuilely .35 
ritlers rollowiiig the essence of fo.x Tor I’oiir hours.
The sun was shining, everyone agreed il was a.grcal 
day to nil a hip flask with somelhing to keep you 
warm and bring out your favorite jumper.
Murray Christian and all the staff wish to thank 
all those who gave us their support and best 
wishes on our Grand Opening. We look forward 
to serving you in the near future with our same 
friendly, personal attention as we have in the past.
THE KEY TO 
GREATER SAVINGS 149®'’
iartior, In ardor 
to sorvo you bettor"
THIS WEEK'S BEST BUYS
Two Princess Hollywood 39 in. MATTRESSES $ 
and Matching BOX SPRINGS on lef^
Pre-Xmas: RECLINER CHAIRS $ | C COO $ 1 TQ 
good selection of covers, etc. J, 3 0 " JL / ^
Pre-Xmas: DISHWASHERS Deluxe Model $ i)£Q00
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Looking down the long line 
ol Vets as they stood proudly






to attention during the 
Remembrance Day parade at 
Sidney town hall, 1 wondered 
sadly how many of those faces 
would be absent from next 
years parade. Every year, a few 
more of these brave men and 
women succumb either to old 
age, illness, or as a final result 




23 channel CB 




2280 HAKBOUB RD. 656-5114
received during two world 
wars.
\Vc may pass many of these 
people on the street every day, 
totally unaware of who they 
arc, or where they went and 
what they did during those 
terrible years, and knowing 
nothing of the misery and 
suffering they had gone 
through, and indeed may still 
be going through.
Many of us owe our very 
existence to these and 
thousands of others, who left 
their homelands and loved 
ones to fight overseas in what 
they all believed would be the 
‘War to end all wars’. Many 
are still there — lying 
peacefully in hundreds of 
military cemeteries all over the 
world, some in unmarked 
graves, and some who were 
never found.
For us, they went ‘Over 
there’ and failed to return.
Looking at the long lines of 
children standing there also, 
cubs, scouts, guides, brownies, 
and the older members of the 
Sidney air cadet squadron, 1





Candidate for Alderman, 
Central Saanich
A COMPETENT, EXPERIENCED ALDERMAN WHO SERVED 
YOU TO THE BEST OF HIS ABILITY IN 1974-75 AND 
WOULD DEEM IT A PRIVILEGE TO SERVE YOU AGAIN.
Vote For The Man Who Will Get The Job Done
wondered too, how many of 
them realized as they stood 
there with the Vets, how much 
their futures had depended on 
these men. None of them have, 
and hopefully never will, have 
to see the horrors of war. 
Hopefully they will never 
know the terror of lying, night 
after night in a cold, dark air 
raid shelter while the bombs 
rain down from an unseen 
enemy. Hopefully they will 
never end up torn to shreds on 
a far away battlefield. 
Hopefully the wives and 
mothers to be amongst those 
children will never experience 
the dread of opening up that 
telegram and reading, “We 
regret to inform you-----’’.
Every year, on November 
1 fth, we gather to pay homage 
to the dead. Every year we can 
be thankful it has passed in 
peace, even though the spectre 
of a holocaust still hovers over 
us. Every year we say, “Lest 
we forget’’. We should repeat 
it to ourselves more than once 
a year, for they gave their lives 
so we could live. We must 
never forget.
If you ever take your car 
into one of those automatic
transmission ‘specialists’ for a 
check-up read the fine print, 
don’t sign anything, and don’t 
let the car out of your sight for 
a second; Noticing a sign 
advertising ‘FREE 19-point 
automatic transmission check’ 
1 drove blithely into the trap. 
All I got free was a cup of 
coffee and a chance to sit in the 
office managers chair - but I 
did sign a form saying that 1 
would be only too glad to pay 
them S44 for an ‘inspection’.
1 was asked to get lost for a 
few hours and was even 
oftcred a U-drive (for a 
price.of course). '
When I returned, my 
‘inspected’ transmission was in 
a million pieces on a
workbench. I was shown some 
dirty oil and some di.scolourcd 
bands, (supposedly mine) and 
given a long technical lecture 
(none of which 1 understood) 
by a mechanie, on the 
workings on the remains.
After that bit of subtle, 
brainwashing, 1 w'as invited 
into the office where the next 
step of psychological sales talk 
was applied. In words much 
like a surgeon explaining to a 
distraught parent that a loved 
one has an incurable disease, 1 
was informed that the 
exploratory surgery, (the S44
worth of inspection) warranted 
an immediate operation. 1 
signed on the dotted line, 
feeling almost guilty that I had 
let my transmission suffer for 
so long.
The operation was a success, 
and 1 am now the proud owner 
of $511.84 worth of rebuilt
transmision that I’m not too 
sure 1 really needed in the first 
place. 1 have a strange feeling 1 
was conned, and I don’t like it 
one bit.
I believe' there’s an old 
saying that ‘There’s a sucker 







TO THE ELECTORS 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH





Scores from a reading test 
given in grade 4 classes in the 
district drew' mixed 
conclusions from trustees at a 
recent meeting of the Saanich 
school board.
Results of the test, which 
was given in January, showed 
that district students scored as 
well or belter than provincial 
levels in all areas, but Trustee 
Jack Armstrong suggested that 
“might prove we know- a little 
bit more than somebody who 
knows nothing.’’
The test, prepared by a team 
of experts from the department 
of education and the 
University of Victoria, was a 
step in the establishment of 
district criteria in basic skills at 
certain grade levels throughout 
the province.
A committee of district
"Purchasing a home is a major (jecision. 
One you should consider carefully, espe­
cially when looking for mortgage financ­
ing.
That’s where the credit union comes in. 
We can offer you first and second 
mortgages that give you convenient re­
payment terms, one year renewal clauses, 
and lots of flexibility... you can prepay In 
part or in full at anytime without penalty, 
and that means savings for you!
Our mortgage requirements tend to be 
less rigid too, Quite often we wilt grant a 
mortgage other Institutions will decline, 




Come in and ask about our flexible 
mortgage terms. We're sure you'll agree, a 
credit union mortgage is your best buy!"
* Although we hope a credit 
union mortgage will best 
suit your need's, there 
are times wlieii il may ,,, 
be to your advantage 
to do otherwise. If this 
is the case, we ll tell 
you so.




bound to be your 
best buy!”
Gary Williams, Manager, Sidney Branch 
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administrators, trustees and 
teachers w'ere aiming for 
certain levels of achievement in 
the test, but district students, 
although they performed at or 
above average, failed to meet 
these aims in some cases.
The lower scores may 
indicate more emphasis on 
these subjects is needed, or 
maybe the test is at fault, 
district superintendent Eric 
Lewis said.
The grade 4 reading was a 
pilot study. Similar studies will 
be carried out in reading in 
grades 8 and 12, and 
mathematics and social studies 
in grades 4, 8 and 12.
When news happens in your 
home or on your block, call the 
Review news department. A 
community newspaper 
depends in part on its readers 
to be its eyes and ears.
For ALDERMAN
and REGIONAL BOARD DIRECTOR
-Careful spending of Municipal tax dollars.
-Protection of the environment.
'-Maintaining rural character of Central Saanich. 
-Recreation.
-Citizen involvement
I feel I have served as a responsible alderman 
with forward thinking policies and look forward 
to representing you again in Central Saanich.
For Further information — or a ride to the 
Polls, please telephone 652-2657.
DAVID W. HILL, 
Alderman, Central Saanich
RICK ABBOn 






AND 6 REASONS WHY YOU’LL BE 
MORE COMFORTABLE WITH GULF
1. ASSURED FUEL OIL SUPPLY. You'll be 4. EXPERT FURNACE CONDITIONING.
more secure with Gulf.
2, DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC FUEL OIL 
DELIVERY. You don’t even need to call
By professionals who clean and tune 
your furnace for optimum performance.
5, COMPREHENSIVE FURNACE PROTECTION
3. 24 H0UR EMERGENCY HEATING SERVICE. ,
If anything goes wrong, we're there fast. 6. BUDGET PLAN. Spread fuel oil
payments over 12 months.
For Guarariteed 24 Hour 
Never Let You Down Service
Call ^MI|) 384-0531
IGULF HOME COMFORT CENTReI
ACCNTS. PAYABLE AT GANDERTON PLUMBING
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Greeting Polar Bears All In A Day’s Work 
For This Peninsula Resident
B> JOHN MANNING
There are few 
peninsula residents who 
go off to work aware that 
at some odd moment 
during the day they may 
be set upon by an angry 
polar bear.
Dick Herlinveaux of 
North Saanich must 
contend with such 
encounters as a part of 
his job. In fact, when he 
is on certain assignments 
he has a high-powered 
rifle close at hand and 
‘thunder-flaslT fire­
crackers in his pocket 
just to discourage 
unfriendly encounters 
with wandering bears.
Herlinveaux is an 
oceangrapher with the Arctic 
Marine services group at the 
Patricia Bay research center. 
For the past few years he has 
been making regular 
expeditions into the Canadian 
Arctic where he and a small 
team of select investigators 
have conducted research 
studies for the Federal 
government.
He played a key part in the 
Beaufort Sea Study and lately 
has been researching ice 
patterns near Resolute.
At various times during the 
year, usually commencing in 
the Spring, Herlinveaux and 
his team of hand-picked men 
head North by air from Pat 
Bay and are set down in some 
of the most remote camping 
sites on the globe.
“We go in on the last stage 
by helicopter,” ’Herlinveaux 
told The Review, “usually four 
of us, we camp out between 
two and sbc w'eeks on the ice.”
Using special tents originally 
designed for them by Case 
Existological Laboratories of 
Victoria, the team can set up 
camp in a few minutes. So 
cold-proof are the tents, said 
Herlinveaux that even the most 
frigid w'eather does not 
seriously hamper one’s ability 
to work.
This past year his team has 
been conducting exacting tests 
on the movement and density 
makeup of ice flows in the 
arctic, even going so far as to 
plot and track the giant tracts 
through both radar and 
satellite surveillance. Core 
samples have also been 
extracted from the ice masses 
and brought back to a specially 
equipped laboratory at the
Ocean Science center in Pat 
Bay.
riiere they are minutely 
examined under microscope to 
determine their porosity.
“Ol particular interest to 
us,” said Herlinveaux, “is just 
how quickly oil could make its 
way up through the ice layer.”
Extensive oil exploration in 
the Canadian arctic has 
necessitated such studies, he 
said.
Working long hours, often 
from early morning to 
midnight, sometimes in 
conditions of near total 
darkness, the men have little 
lime for leisure-time activities. 
While they have weapons for 
self-protection against 
marauding polar bears they do 
not hunt the animals but do 
take advantage, from time to 
time of spectacular 
photographic opportunities.
Whales are a common sight, 
as are ptarmigans, arctic fox 
and, at certain times of the 
year, flowers which can match 
any on the peninsula for 
brillance of colour.
“Probably the worst thing 
we have to cope with is the 
actual harshness of the climate 
on our equipment,” said 
Herlinveaux. “Something that 
might work perfectly at Pat 
Bay will come to a grinding 
halt after even a few' minutes 
operation up there. Fuel, for 
instance, has to be obtained in 
the North. If not, ice will form 
in fuel obtained from warmer 
areas, crystallizing in the 
tank.’’
Much of their equipment 
such as special ice drilling 
machinery had fo be designed 
and built locally, he said. The 
actual auger for penetrating ice 
was constructed by Sidney 
Sheet Metal,
Herlinveaux, who is also a 
North Saanich Volunteer 
Fireman in his spare time said 
that on occasion there are as 
many as 90 separate projects 
underway in North. These 
scientific studies are 
undertaken by various teams 
of botanists, geoligists, 
sociologists, to name a few.
He explained that the men in 
his unit exist on a high protein 
diet whilst they are working in 
the extreme conditions of the 
Arctic.
“We don’t get that much 
snow up there,” he said. “The 
main thing, oddly enough is 
the great amount of dust 
blowing about. It gets into 
everything.”
Once he spent six weeks
H & R Block is looking for a responsible individual 
capable of operating a volume tax business. Prior tax 
knowledge, while helpful, is not necessary. The Block 
franchise is compatible with most other service-oriented 
businesses. We furnish:
o TRAINING « S'UPPLIES 
ADVERTISING
lai® [13[1.C°)(S DS.
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
TO: M0flfaCI3(iCF)(3CKK 1680 Douglas St.
Victoria, B.C.
Please send mo your brochure outlining the H & R Block Fran­






DICK HERLINVEAUX with special ice auger built 
by Sidney Sheet Metal.
living out on the ice, working 
in total darkness.
“Everyone gets a headache 
after the first three days have 
passed,” he laughed. “I 
suppose it’s simply 
psychosomatic but it’s a fact.”
“When you are living in 
.such close quarters you have to 
pick your men very carefully. 
Il takes a special kind of man 
to go and work up there. The 
main thing really, though, is to 
get in, do your work and gel 
home as quickly as you can. 
There isn’t much lime for 
sitting around.”
Herlinveaux said the
Federal Government takes a 
dim view of people ‘just 
turning up’ in the Arctic 
because they often end up 
having to be rescued.
“Not long back a sail boat 
with some Polish chaps turned 
up. They were trying to make it 
through the North West 
Passage,” he said. “They were 
asked to return whence they 
had come.”
He said that one of the nicest 
experiences for him was 
coming down from the North, 
landing back at Pat Bay and 







THE BEST REASON FORA
CHURLEY MORN
NA'I'UKAI. HAIRSTYLE
COMES FROM LOOKINf; AT I'MOSE I’EOIM.E THAT 
DON’T HAVE ONE!
CHURLEY MORN 
NATURAL HAIRSI YLING 
2417 BEACON AYE.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 




WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
BRENTWOOD
SUPE^ART
_ _ _ _ _ _  coEof -
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GRASS FED IQ $129
“"f 1 IB. I LB.
Beef Sausages Cooked Ham I
BURN'S SLICED 6 OZ. I
99; 89* 1
PRODUCE
1 Apples Carrots Bananas I
1 McIntosh cello 3 lb. LOCAL GOLDEN RIPE I
69** 10! 6 “s. 99 1
1 Grapefruit Oranges Lettuce I
§ FLORIDA PINK or WHITE 48's SUNKIST 138's CALIFORNIA 24's r I
9/999 8 - 29’
























.lEWELLEKY - Eine GIFTS
Apple Sauce




ASPARAGUS STYLE 14 OZ.
3/99*
2432 BEACON AVENUE
656-714] “0|)|M.sile the l*(Esl Offirro” Sidney, B.C.
Dog Chow


















irSWEET HEARTS 32 OZ.
Beauty Soap
SWEET HEARTS BAR REG. SIZE 
PACK “Tf Hr
Ice Cream
VELVET 3 PINT PLASTIC)
$159
Light Bulbs
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The Local Election
Municipal elections are as much a part of the fall of 
the year as falling leaves and failing daylight. They 
come at a time when the public is beginning to take 
notice of the approach of Christmas, and thus are 
liable to generate only a divided interest. This is 
particularly so when there is no contest for the 
mayoral chair.
This happens to be the situation in Sidney on 
Saturday, owing to the timing of Mayor Malcolm’s 
resignation, and regulations which demand a later 
byelection for the choice of a successor.
There is, however, an interest in the filling of three 
aldermanic seats on council. Because there are four 
candidates it is an odd-person-out contest and 
electors may find it difficult to choose the back 
runner.
Of the competing quartet, J.P. Tregaskis andR.F. 
Wallace are sitting aldermen offering themselves for 
re-election, while the challengers, B.H. Ethier and 
Eleanor Sowerby are both well-known citizens and
esteemed locally for valuable community services
over a long period of time.
As is very fitting, the paramount issue in North 
Saanich is the means to be adopted in defence of its 
rural character. Council has been strongly motivated 
with this end in view, and is unlikely to change its 
policies in the face of recently voiced criticism.
In an election for three aldermanic seats, 
incumbents Peter Tredgett and George Westwood are 
seeking a further term of office. Nominated also are 
Eric Bowles, Owen Philip, James Robertson and 
Robert Thompson; a situation that ensures at least 
one new voice on council in the coming year. In the 
only Saanich School District contest on the 
Peninsula, incumbent trustee Lois Walsh is opposed 
by candidate Gary Gibson.
In the midst of a somewhat heated recreational 
controversy. Central Saanich may well attract a high 
percentage of electors to the polls. Mayor Jean Butler 
is challenged by William Rogers, and for three 
council vacancies there are seven competing 
candidates. Dave Hill and George MacFarlane stand 
for re-election, together with Gardo Gurr, Leona 
King, John Sharpe, Larry Scott and Earl Tabor. Here 
also there must be some change in council 
composition in the new year.
Vital issue to be settled in a second referendum on 
Saturday is the participation of Central Saanich in 
the Sidney and North Saanich recreational facility. 
Critics of council’s past attitudes on this important 
question have been numerous and outspoken, 
although the need for some such provision can hardly 
be in dispute.
Defeat of the earlier referendum was an effective 
protest vote: Whether the electorate is prepared now 
to give council a mandate to cooperate fully with the 
sister municipalities is a decision that will have 
important consequences throughout the Peninsula 
area.
Recent disturbeance in Morfh 6aanich Council meeting points up 
need for e-ffectivc uioye of remov/ing "trouble malcers’:..
Ai^SA BoATBUILPS^/VNieHT 6^ 
FBRsufwep To pRovipe a"sloiaj Boat 
TO omNA’'...Ofe AUSTRALlA.-.RHoDeSiA...
Council couio add its own MoTHeK- 
IN-LAW" Suite To CHAMBeRS. /M Rervf^,
swe COULD peRFOf^ setsGGAfT'ATfims
DuTlIrS ... .
Am\T public speakers oNcy 
IPTREy CONSerTTo SEINS ATTACm> 
To A '’DISSIdBkTT REMa/AUSVST6M‘'..
REMO/E PROSlEMS BefORETHBV 
&ec£>hAE pi^oBLeMS- Keep
SPecrAToA- outside
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Your indulgence, please, 
and especially the indulgence 
of your readers to make one 
further comment on affairs in 
Central Saanich.
With the referendum as the 
vehicle and the fallacy of 
subsidized recreation as the 
bait, tljere is the possibility 
that a' set of previously 
unknown persons could gain 
effective control of our 
municipal government. If this 
should happen, then, a 
subsequent temptation would 
arise for many proposals for 
re-zoning, sewer extensions 
and other special 
consideration, that have been 
firmly rejected in the past to be 
re-submitted.
Hence, the outcome of 
Saturday’s municipal elections 
could determine whether the 
results of many hard and long 
fought battles may be reserved. 
Central Saanich voters, 
then, must make their 




8143 Lochside Drive, 
Saanichton.
cleared off lovely old trees, etc.
1 was at the Sunday meeting 
also. There may have been 
developers there. I was only 
interested in the people w'ho 
are going to be hurt by bv-law 
194.
.As to Rural North Saanich, 
we said “Goodbye” to that 
long ago. Subdivisions and 
hundreds of new homes have 
been allowed for years at 
fabulous prices. But old-timers 
who have lived on their places 
and farms for years and wish 
to stay there are being forced 
out by high taxes. Now By-law 
194 says they can’t sell off 
pieces to pay taxes and keep 
their home. They have to sell it- 
all or in seven acre lots and 
who can buy that much at 
todays prices, so the old-timers 
are struck
These land owners sincerely 
love the land and want to stay. 
Perhaps • they should have
stopped all newcomers years 
ago instead of welcoming 
them. Now they have to pay 
the price for keeping it 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
At this point in time most 
Central Saanich voters should 
be giving very serious 
consideration to the upcoming 
vote upon entering or staying 
away from the tri-municipal 
recreational facilities as 
proposed.
One must bear in mind that 
we have a large segment of 
elderly taxpayers who are not 
vocal nor even present at most 
community meetings. In the 
main, they are on limited 
incomes and are finding it 
increasingly difficult to meet
OAPO News
The Courage Of Their Convictions
British Columbia is unique in that the two 
dominant national political parties are in virtual 
eclipse within the province. The NDP is the visible 
alternative to the Social Credit administration at the 
present lime, while the Liberals and Progressive 
Conservative after suffering disastrous defeat at the 
last election seek hungrily for ways and means for 
credibility.
That the Progressive Conservatives have not 
despaired of the future is evidenced by the lively tone 
of their convention in Victoria last weekend. Despite 
the disappointing absence of national party leader 
Joe Clark, said to have opted for marital rather than 
martial responsibilities at the crucial moment, reports 
of the proceedings indicate that party members do 
not accept their recent defeat as anything other than a 
temporary setback.
The reasoning may be valid, In his lonely role of 
leader, sword and standard bearer in the Legislature, 
steadfast Scott Wallace has acquitted himself with 
distinction and vigour. No member of the House has 
commanded a higher respect or been listened to with 
greater attention.
And to encourage the positive view and high hopes 
for future bettor fortune there has been a dramatic 
Conservative revival in Alberta at the expense of 
Social Credit: this after many long years in the 
wilderness.
The fight for the provincial right-wing vote in 
British Columbia will continue while the spirit of the 
Tory loyalists is unbroken, because no one can 
accurately tell the strength of the phantom army that 
deserted and marched in step with the victors at the 
last election.
It was apparent at the convention that enough 
headquarters staff retain the courage of their 
convictions, and have the determination to give battle 
when hostilities arc renewed at the polls.
Editor, The Review, Sir:— 
1 let you have a letter 
objecting to what in all charity 
was a thoughtless reference to 
Safeway store by your featured 
columnist. What you printed 
lield no resembalance to what 1 
wrote. You promised to print 
as I had written. Seeing that 
someone had made a hash of 
wliat I had to say, was this not 
due me?
So this - whicli please print - 
will say goodbye to your 
charming staff. Sham be 
seeing lliem in the future.
F.A. Thornlcy 
Saanichton.
Sixly-two members and one 
visitor, Mr. Bill Rose, who 
later took out a membership, 
were present at the business 
meeting of the OAPO on
November 4th.
SORORITY GROWING
.\1 Gtimma Alpha C'liaptcr 
of He!:i Sigma t*hi sororitv 
recently added eight new 
incm’- cis to the ch.tptcr.
the new momlrors were 
entertained at a howling party, 
and a preferential lea at the 
htune of Leah Toller. Tliey will 
icccixe their pledge degree on
Non ember 17th, at the 
hmiMesv ItiMcl. along with tlie 
pledges from the Victoria 
t he eight i\cw members are: 
Carol 1 aw son, Jo Higgins, 
MNrtt;i Green, , Terry Kelly, 
T.iin lartinhai son, .Marg 
Wallace, Sue Williams, and 
Helen C‘Ia\ton,
Editor, The Review, Sir:— 
•Mthough living in Calgary 
wo still receive The Sidney 
Review, as we have property in 
Sidney aitd hope to return 
there in a few years,
It’s very interesting to read 
that Owen B. Philp (1 believe 
that is the correct spelling 
rather than Philip as reported) 
is running for alderman.
1 have known "OB” Philp 
for many years when he was 
officer commanding the 
Armetl Forces Base at Moose 
Jaw and I was managing a 
large hotel in Regina.
With ”OB” running for 
office, 1 can only say that the 
good people of North 
Saanich have a wonderful 
opportunity to elect a real 
gentleman with many years of 
experience in senior 
managinent and with the 
ability, desire and knowledge 
to do great things for our 
immiciixility.
Yours very truly, 
milGruy. 
Culgury.
President Rogers extended a 
warm welcome to everyone, 
and Archdeacon Ray 
Horsefield gave his usual talk 
and said a prayer for those 
who were ill or handicapped, 
pausing for a moment in 
memory of members and 
friends who had passed on 
recently. Vi Richardson 
played the birtlulay song for 15 
members who have birthdays 
in November. Vi is always on 
hand to play the opening and 
closing anthems for each of the 
business meetings and also any 
special socials which are held 
from time to time.
Plans for a Christmas dinner 
were discussed and committees 
were appointed to look after 
the details.
Art Evans, treasurer of 
0,-\PO 25, reported that a 
branch subsidized dinner will 
he served to mentbers and 
guests on December 2 at the 
Senior Citizens’ Centre on 
Resihaven Drive, and catered 
to by the Silver Thread Service 
kitchen staff in order that all 
memhers can enjoy the dinner 
without responsibility.
Christmas Cheer baskets w ill
Editor, The Review, Sir:—- 
Why is it always people who 
arc nicely settled in new 
Mihilivisioits who want others 
banned? They complain 
"hcauiy might be lost, but that 
ilidn’l bother them when they
be sent out lo all shut-ins and 
rest home residents who 
cannot be present at the dinner 
because of various reasons and 
a volunteer committee is in 
charge of this project.
Sick Visiting Convener 
Mary Charlesworth stated that 
she has more wool comforts 
ready to present to the 
extended care unit, and she is 
planning a pre-Christmas 
afternoon with volunteer help 
to treat the patients to holiday 
goodies donated by memhers 
of 0.-\PO 25 and to present the 
comforts then.
Delegates were asked to 
attend the special Sotith 
Regional Council meeting on 
November IS when the election 
of officers w ill take place,
Mary Briggs, Sylvia Ritchie 
and Edith Smith will attend 
this meeting in Duncan.
.•\ special thank-you to Mrs. 
Edith Sumpton who so 
graciously presented beautiful 
floral corsages to the guests 
and principals at the October 
birthday tea, also to all those 
enthusiastic volunteer knitters 
who , helped Mary 
Charlesworth with tlie 
beautiful lap robes and 
shoulder capes which wore 
presented at the same tea.
the ever growing burden of 
local taxes, let alone the 
spiraling costs of everyday 
needs.
Central Saanich residents 
are going to shoulder the costs 
of numerous heavy capital 
expenditures in the very near 
future connected with two 
hospitals, new water mains, a 
new school and possibly a new 
police and fire station 
complex. Can we honestly 
subject the less affluent, most 
of whom do not have a union 
to shield them,to a further 
crushing financial blow by 
expecting them to participate 
in financing and maintaining 
costly recreational facilities in 
the face of the aforementioned 
expenditures which carry 
priority.
Or, are we going to say to 
them, “If you can’t meet the 
added cost burden you had 
better move out of the 
district!’’ For my part, 1 say, 
“Stay with us, we need you as 
neighbours.”
Let’s not make life even 
more difficult for these people 
at a time when we are 
confronted by essential 
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THE TIDE GUIDE
Bninghi to yon tlirongh the courtesy of
MARINE
Larson Boats Sangstcr Boats I'setl Boats
I IJLFOlU) HARBOUR
Thu. IS 1)220 S.6 0<:t55 6.9 1310 iT.i 2020 3.1
F'ri, 19 0330 9,5 0805 7.6 1350 11.2 2110 2.0
Sat. ,V1 0-1-15 10,.) (HIO ^2 1115 ll..! 2150 1.1
Sun. 21 0535 10,9 1010 8.7 1500 11.2 2225 .5
Mon. 23 0705 11.7 12(X) 8.9 1630 10.5 2350 .4
Wed. 24 0755 11,8 1.325 1325 8.7 1715 9,9
Metro Murine I.ltl. 2360 Beacon Ave. 656-1105







Mid Week, Wednesday 
10 a.m. Holy
Communion 
and Bible Study 
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
and Open House 
11:15 a.m. Holy
Communion 





Knights of Pythias Hall, 
9760 Fourth Street, 





9:45 a.m. Sundav School
11:00 a.m.Randy Barnetson
7:00 p.m. Gospel Outreach 
Charles Barker
ELLIOTT
On November 1st, 1976 at 
the Misericordia Hospital, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba James 
Isaac Elliott, aged 45 years, 
beloved husband of Kathleen, 
late of Waverly Si; Winnipeg, 
Man. formerly of Sidney 
where he attended North 
Saanich School and a former 
employee of the Sidney 
Review, M, Elliott was a 
member of the United 
Travellers Assoc. Besides his 
wife Kathleen, he leaves to 
mourn his three daughters, 
Marcia, Kim and Tara vit 
home; two nieces, brolher 
Kenneth of Saskatoon, Sask. 
and his itttcle M. Leslie Brown 
of Sidney, B.C, Funeral 
Service was held on Tbursdav, 
Nov. 4, 1976, Rev. W.N,
H i g h tn a ti o f f i c i a t i ti g. 
l.eaiherdale • Garditicr, 1501 
Waverlcy St., Witinipcg, Man, 
in charge of arrangements.




9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Robert 
Peterson, Missionary from 
Indonesia.
7:00 p.m. Larry Stewart, 
Missionary to Colombia. 
TUESDAY
7:30 p.m. Pioneer Girls
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study- 








Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Sun. Oct. 31, 1:30 P.M. 
“TIME TO RUN”
- A movie for 
the whole family-







Evening Fellowship 7 p.m. 
Praise meeting: Wed.
Pastor Ken Anderson 
Phone 652-2919
WELCOME
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 







8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 





3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon
8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 













(Parish Church of 
Brentwood Bay)
Sunday, Nov. 21, 1976 
Next before Advent
8:30 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
Rev. Will Dobson 
Rector 
652-3860
lUnited Church of Canada
SIDNEY*
NORTH SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 




11:00 a.m. Service Worship 




9:30 a.m. Service Worship 
CENTR.AL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd. 
Family Service 
& Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
9830 - 5th Street 
SUNDAY 
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper
11:00 a.m. Family Bible
Hour and 
Sunday School 









Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 
PASTOR H.E. DAWES 
656-6940
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Serving
Vancouver Island.
Your •!* community Chopoli. 
Indapondont Family Ownad and 
Controllod. Sondi ilnca 1913.
SAANICH PENINSUU 
CATHOLIC PARISH
Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9a.m.
WE CARE 
Dedicated to Service 
Sensible Prices
Sands Chapel of Rost 
Fourth Street 
SIDNEY 656-29:








10030Third St,, Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15 
* 11:15
Weekday Masses 9:00 a.m.
Serving Vancouvor lilond 
CnllColloct







Sidney Eourstpiare Gospel Church
9925 MI III SrUKET, Sidiii'v, B.C, 
>’-\Sl trR; MON r>'I’, M()OKF 
•\ssisinnt: Les Wnrriner fiiioiie 656-3.544
Sunday School 9;4.5a.ni.
Moi ning \\ ouship 11 ;00 a.iu. (Nursery care |iro\'idctl)|
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
k
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This is the third in a series of 
three articles on candidates for 
upcoinin!> elections in the three 
peninsula municipalities.
By DONNA VALIJERES
Because of tlie untimely 
announcement of Sidney 
Mayor Peter Malcolm’s 
resignation, Sidney mayorial 
race will not be held until 
Decnieber 20 to give 
candidates a cluinee to file 
nomination papers.
rims far, Sidney Aid. J. 
Dick Leigh, who has given up 
his .seat as alderman, and 
North Saanich Aid. Eric 
Sherwood, have filed 
nomination papers for the job 
tis Mayor of Sidney.
Since Malcolm was also the 
regional director for Sidney, 
elections for that position will 
also be held December 20.
Aid. Leigh, Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis, Aid. Jim Lang, and 
Aid. Bob Wallace will be 
seeking that position.
However, on November 20, 
three seats for alderman will be 
sought by four candidates: 
incumbents Jerry Tregaskis 
and Robert Wallace will bid 
for re-rlcction, and Bernard 
Ethier and Eleanor Sowerby, 
both candidates in previous 
Sidney elections, will try again 
for a seat on council.
Norma Scaly has won the 
Sidney school board trustee 
nomination by acclamation.
BERNARD ETHIER
“1 aro a man simply out to 
do my best to keep the town in 
harmony and exercise a 
stabilizing innucncc,” Bernard 
Ethier says.
He believes past councils 
have accomplished the 
neces.sary projects, such as the 
senior citizen centre, a trunk 
line and treatment plant, park 
development and the like and 
there remains for this council 
to “exercise caution and think 
deeply before involving the 
town in any future big projects 
that will involve a heavier tax 
load than 1 visualize for the 
coming years.”
Ethier is hoping the water 
problem on the peninsula will 
be settled this year and 
recreation ramifications will be 
settled.
“We could still be New York 
in miniature,” he warns, and 





ELECTION CANDIDATES IN REVIEW
JERRY TREGASKIS
“Development is going to 
come, but I’d like to see it 
controlled,” incumbent Jerry 
Tregaskis states.
There are alot of things 
being done by council that still 
must be brought to a 
conclusion, he says, citing 
water and recreation as issues 
he would like to see through.
“We’ve really got to w’atch 
the spending this year,” 
Tregaskis feels bccau.se of the 
possibility of a major 
expenditure on policing.
“I think the present council 
has done a good job,” he says.
ROBERT WALLACE
Robert Wallace, 
incumbent states the past 12 
months have given him 
“experience and insight into 
the problems of Sidney.”
“1 offer this experience for a 
further one year term and I 
hope that the electors will 
again place their confidence in 
me,” he says. “1, in my turn, 
promise to perform, to the best 
of my abilities in their 
interests.
“1 thank the voters for the 
opportunity they gave me to 
serve them,” he says.
He plans to seek better bus 
service for Sidney residents.
REMINDER
When news happens in your 
home or on your block, call the 
Review news department. A 
community newspaper 
depends in part on its readers 
to be its eyes and ears.
'■'W
ERIC BOWLES
Eric Bowles, a retired 
company director, said he 
wanted to “liven things up” by 
contending, rather than see the 
aldermanic scats go by 
acclamation.
He has a number of reasons 
for running in the elections, 
Bowles explained, stating, “1 
might be able to do something 
for the community.”
OWEN PHILP
Owen Philp, retired from 
the armed forces and now 
operating a farm, ran 
unsuccc.ssfully for mayor of 
North Saanich three years ago 
and will try again this election 
for a term as alderman.
“1 have the time and 1 feel I 
have the experience,” he said.
- S
/ h '
JA MES ROBER TSON
James Robertson, 
newcomer to politics, .said he is
running in North Saanich 
because he is not satisfied that 
the prc.scnt councillors are 
doing an adequate job.
“The recreational complex 
is the first thing on 
everybody’s mind,” he said, 
“and council, as it is at the 
present, has been unable to 
bring it to a conclusion in time 
lo gel W'hat all the voters 
w'ant.”
GEORGE WESTWOOD
George Westwood, also an 
incumbent, is seeking his 
second term on North Saanich 
council.
“We’ve made a good start in 
various areas,” he said, citing
the water i.ssue as an example. 
“We’ve been talking about 
water here for 30 years.”
LOIS WALSH
Incumbent Lois Walsh is 
running again with four years
Continued on Page 6
ROBERT THOMPSON
Robert Thompson, a 
merchant running for the first 
lime as alderman, has been a 
trustee of Deep Cove Water 
District for two years and is 
focusing on water as a key 
issue.
“I’m going to do the best 1 
can to get water for North 
Saanich,” he said.
PETER TREDGETT 
Incumbent Peter Tr’edgetj, 
an interior designer is after his 
.second term as North Saanich 
alderman.
He said he wanted to serve 
on council as “a contribution 
to the place where I live, to 
attempt lo keep it the way it is, 
and lo attempt to improve it.”













































Saanich Peninsula 4-H Beef 
Club assistant leaders met with 
Mrs. Dolly O’Reilly on 
Monday, November 15, to 
discu.ss the coming year’s 
programs and unanimously 
reaffirmed Mrs. O’Reilly as 
the leader of the club.
HIND QUARTERS of BEEF ^b."!
GRADE‘A’ 250 - 280 LBS.SIDES of BEEF lb.




PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS. TO SAT.
Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline 
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY
Local Butchers
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME freezing SUPPLIES
EI.EA NOR SO WERB Y
Sowerby has been active 
on many community projects 
both in Sitiney atui Ktimloops, 
where she livetl heforc coming 
here.
“I know the community, I 
h;i\c something to offer tmtl 1 
have the time to do the joh,” 
she says,
Most issties have becti 
settled, she thinks, hut wotild 
like to see “controlled 
progress” in a “sound and 
oiilerly fashion" of the goals 
put into opcratioti by present 
council,
“We can't cut back on 
tiixes,” Mrs, Sowerby says, 
hut wants to keep them dowti 
to a tninitnuni,
“ The developtnetit from a 
tow n to a city is going to Imvc 
to he watched,” Mrs, Sowerby 
iidds. '
Bob Wallace
offers the community 
•Experience 
•Insight




19 yrs. financial 
background
offers a background of community 
achievement
Past Chairman of Cordova Bay 
United Church
•Present Member YM-YWCA 
executive
•Served on Sidney Public Works
•Member Stag Steering 
Committee
IN SIDNEY PLEASE RE-ELECT
GdI a eompliiinl? Cull lhi> 
Review iiiiil lei us have il. (iol 
a enmplimeiiri Call llie Review 
and lei us have llial loo.





In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store. 
Sales In Retail Quantities Only.
Grapefruit
Florida Grown. 





Canada No. 2 Grade. 





32 fl. OZ. Jar
99









Ideal for Quick Lunches. 
SVz OZ. tin
59





Town House Brand. 
Fancy Quality.




For Superb Pics 
or Mince Tarts. 
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Continued from Page 5
cNpcriciK'c on the lioard.
'M'm running because I’m a 
parent and I’m eoneerned 
about the education my 
children and all the other 
children in this district arc 
receiving,” she said.
GAR Y GIBSON
Opposing Walsh is Gary 
Gibson, a construction 
rorenian. Gibson has had six 
years experience serving on a 
school board in the Port 
■■Mberni area.
”1 think 1 have something to 
oner,” he said, ”1 want to 
ori'cr some input into the 




“I’m basically running on 
my record,” says incumbent 
Dave Hill, ‘‘I’m hard working 
and I’ve learned a lot.”
The number one priority 
facing Central Saanich is the 
water .situation, he believes, 
with the possible infusion of 




“Municipal government is 
becoming more complex, 
difficult and time 
demanding,” says Mrs. Butler.
‘‘1 am able to devote my full 
time to the affairs of the 
munieipality and pledge my 
best effort, dedication and 









George MacFarlane, after 
two years on Central Saanich 
council is running again 
because he “wants to see the 
policies set out in the 
community plan get started on 
the right foot.”
”1 want to be a part of 
that,” he says, “Central 
Saanich has a great future.”
WILLIAM ROGERS 
William Rogers, branch 
manager for a trust company 
and a resident of Central 
Saanich since 1962, says he’s 
“concerned over the 
complacency of Central 
Saanich council.”
1 feel that now is the time for 
new ideas atid new faces. For 
example, there has been 
continual indecision, a lack of 
sound ami positive action on 




While Mrs. Leona King, a 
housewife, admits there are 
“no burning issues” for 
Central Saanich council to 
decide, she wants to run for 
council “because it’s there.”
“It’s a matter of serving the 
community,” says Mrs. King.
Week-end guest at the home 
of Mrs. S.C. Taylor, Fourth 




Opportunity, Wash, nee Marie 
McKillican, formerly of 
Sidney, visited her sister, Mrs. 
Joy Gougeon, Vancouver, 
recently while there Mrs. 
Robinson celebrated her 77th 
birthday; also present was her 
brother Bill McKillican,
Vancouver, Mrs. Phyllis 
Cooper, Sidney, is another 
sister of Mrs. Robinsons.
LARRY SCOTT
Larry Scott, a company 
director says he’s running for 
Central Saanich counci 
because he's “not satisfied 
with the present council.”
There is “procrastination 
indecision and lack of action 
on part of council,” he 




Running for the second time 
n Central Saanich, John 
Sharpe feels he has “as good a 
chance as anybody to fill the 
position.”
“They’ve done a good job,” 
he says of the present council, 
but he’s concerned about a 
sudden increase in 
development which he 
describes as “disasterous” to 
lifestyles, sewers and other 
services.
Ministr’y




The existing Provincial Home Acquisition Act 
terminates November 30,1976. If you wish 
to take advantage of the assistance offered 
under this program, your application 
must be received before this date.
EARL TABOR
Earl Tabor is also trying 
again this year for an 
aldermanic seat on council 
after losing by only six votes in 
last year’s elections.
“1 was involved in the 
community plan, peninsula 
recreation and fire,” he says, 
and would like a chance to 
carry out these policies.
'Hie other’s 
just begun
The Home Purchase Assistance Act 
is in effect now and will continue 
to provide assistance in the 
purchase of a home. Information 
is available through all Provincial 
Government Agents and the Regional 
Housing Offices listed below.
REFERENDUM 
IN FORMA TION 
MEETING
An information meeting 
concerning the upcoming 
referendum on joining a Tri- 
Municipal Recreation 
Complex is to be held 
Thursday November 18.
The meeting will have 
Dennis Youne from the
The affordable home, 
we’re helping it happen.
Capital Region Board, the 
contractor. Central Saanich 
Mayor and Aldermen and 
perhaps representatives from 
the other municipalities. It will 
be held in the Keating School 
at 8 p.m.
No. 204-1525 West 8th Avenue, Vancouver 
810 Blanshard Street, Victoria 
135-lOth Avenue South, Cranbrook 
280 Victoria Street, Prince George 
260 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna
British Columbia
Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing










RICHARD ADAMS GUT SET
(Watership Down & Shardik)








THE COMPLETE JANE AUSTEN
THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA
(C.F. Lewis)
O QB OShop around these financial services are just not available everywhere.
GARDO GURR
" 1 he comiminily has boon 
controlled for too long by too 
few people,” says Gardo 
tltoois) Gurr.
'• riiey’ve been vaeillating,” 
he atids. “If they had shown 
some intelligent planning, our 





Jeff Moriimer, of the B.C. 
I’lijise L. oinmissivui, will 
address tlie Cltiimber of 
Commeree liinehcon on 
llitiisd.ii, Niueiiibei IH, at 
noon at ihe .Sidney 1 lotel.
Mmliiner will speak on 
miinieipal poliee forces 
eomp.ired 10 RCMP policing.





Savings deposits, term deposits, 
chequing services, loans and 
mortgages..,sure, all financial institutions 
ofier'them.
But what about a chequing service that 
pays inieresfi* Or insurance service? Or 
income tax service? Travel agent 
service, consumer advice, debt 
counselling7
How about Saturday hours or longer 
hours during the week^
A good number oi Credit Unions offer 
iftose services under one roof. The 
reason for Credit Unions' better service 
IS the story behind the Credit Unions 
llTemselvos.
Autonomy
ot all the places you can go lo save or 
borrow money, only the Credit Urnons 
are democratically run and controlled by 
tho membeis. customers just like you
The members elect Ihe board ot 
directors, and iieip determine ttie 
policies Eacti individual Credit Limon 
also deieimines wliat services it wanis.
Democratic control gives Credit Unions 
anolfier im(,iortant advantage Because 
the, ,1:0 I lost- to the grac'fcoto e' 
llieir communities. Credit Unions are 
responsive !o community needs.
sensitive to local economic changes, 
They'll likely keep your money working 
right there m your community, where it 
does you the most good They're likely to 
help you when you need it too
Security
Although democratically run, Credit 
Unions operate within the confines of 
strict provincial legislation They also 
operate under the watchlul eye of the 
superintendent ot Credit Unions, an arm 
of the Attorney General's department 
All Credit Union shares and deposits are 
guaranteed without limit by a Provincial 
Credit Union Share and Deposit 
Guarantee Fund especially designated 
lor the purpose.
In 40 years ol Credit Union operation, no 
member lias ever lost a cent of deposits, 
Cvoi 500.000 BritiSi’i Columbians arc 
already mombeis of one Credit Union or 
anottiof If you're not one ot thiom. ask a 
friend al)Oi,ii a neatby Credit Union you 
can jOin He'll be glad to neij)
Credit Union where you live, an 
industrial, commercial or professional 
Credit Union where you work; or an 
associational or parochial Credit Union 
that's part ol an organization or church 
you belong to.
Simply come into the appropriate Credit 
Union, till out an application, make a set 
deposit of S1 to $25 m a membership 
share account, and you re m.
tell me more
ai'Tiu! CfiuM Unions Iit'-o onu wiinoul 
or,I i.jat'un I r't'viM |Oin .inyinmi]





I fv'srUo BC Conii.ti Ciodil Ul'tion
PO B, M'lH 
p r 'Ti'Jn
Zoning by-law.s ihiit icncG the coininumiy’s wistics, 
.■\ complete lecicaiional complex.
Rexponsixe rcpicxeniation.
How to join a credit union
Everyone m British Coiumhua is eligible 
You can choose from a community
CHgHIT yiiiONS
Better in so many ways. Proueit to yourself.
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Miniature Gardens




popular with home 
gardeners on the 
peninsula. A terrarium, 
in ease you don’t know, 
is a small garden inside a 
container. Any kind of 
container. Today’s do-it- 
yourself horticulturists 
are creating all sorts of 
variations on the 
traditional terrarium, the 
cute little garden under 
glass, used as a tabletop 
decoration. Terrariums 
are being planted in jars, 
bottles, aquariums, and 
even old kerosene lamps. 
The scope is endless.
There are, however, 
many misconceptions 
about terrariums. The 
most common of these 
being, according to the 
new Ortho book “House 
Plants Indoors 
Outdoors’’, that they 
don’t need much 
attention.
All plants need to be 
looked after and cared 
for, including those 
growing in terrariums. 
At the very least, they 
need water from time to 
time, and require routine 
maintenance to remove 
spent growth and to keep 
the faster growers 
compact.
tr you’re planning to buy a 
ptaniod UTrariuni rather than 
start your own from scratch, 
avoid ttiosc that appear to be 
stid'I'etl witli plants. The air 
inside (l\e terrarium will almost 
eertainh be instifficicnt to 
sustain Ihem.
Similaily, kits for'growing 
herbs in terrtiriums should also 
be avoided. Herbs make fine 
pot plants for ti sunny window 
or a I'luore.seent-light garden, 
but they need fresh, circulating 
air and perfect drainage. 
Which means they’re definitely 
not terrarium material.
The best plants to select are 
small ones that grow slowly.
USKCHARCOAL 
CHIPS
To start a terrarium, line the 
bottom of your container with 
a half-inch of charcoal chips. 
Then ptick tit least ati inch of 
trotting soil about the chips. 
Commerciitl material for 
lerrariitm growing is available, 
but may prove to be too dense 
for your pkmts. If so, add 
V e r m i e u 1 i t e (e ,\ p a ti d e d 
lightweight mica) or perlite 
(volcanic glass) to tlte mi.sture.
Otic terrariutu style th;it is 
very populttr is a eolleetioti of 
phitits that thrive on moisture 
aiul itt shaile.
Suittible eamlidates, suggest 
“liotise Phitits Indoors - 
Outdoors’’, ;ire the prayer 
plant, whose leaves tire
Hat by day and stretch upward 
after dark, one strain of which 
is actually ealletl cathedral 
rsindow bectiuse of its stained 
glass appearance; the 
strawberry gertinium, a 
misnamed rosette with 
sealloised, fu//y letives, white 
\eins and purple splotches; 
anrl, for contrast, the creeping 
elunlie, a silver pilea tliat 
gi'ows up to ;i foot and ejects 
its pollen. Other plants that do 
well in this moisture and shade 
garden inelude ivy, clubmoss, 
earth stars, maitlenhair fern 
and neanthe bella palm.
1 or a covered terrarium, the 
best jilants are small ferns, 
clubmoss, miniature rex 
begonias, episeia, and lemon 
tliops. The feitilike selaginella 
anti the fittonia, which grows 
sem i-upright gracefully 
spieading its pink and white 
leaves, also are naturals for a 
small covered garden.
LATEST CRAZE
The latest era/e is to have 
terrariums airborne. They can 
hang from the ceiling on hooks 
or from brackets on the wall. 
Maerame holders also are 
escellent because of their very 
naturtd appearance. There are 
alsti leaded glass terrariums on 
the market, designed 
specifically for hanging.
Another helpful word of 
advice in “House Plants 
Indoors/Outdoors’’ is on 
selecting glass containers. 
Plants will do best in clear 
containers. Water cooler jugs 
make great bottle gardens but 
again these should be the clear 
glass ones and not blue or 
gieen-tinted.
About lighting. Although all 
plants, including the small, 
slow-growing varieties, thrive 
in sunlight, it is not ab.solutely 
necessary for terrariums. Your 
miniature garden will grow just 
as well under a fluorescent 
light that shines l2-l()hoursa 
day. But, if you’re worried 
atH)ut high electric bills, put 
your terrarium near a window.
The final appearance of 
your terrarium is obviously up 
to you. However, there arc 
some suggestions to consider 
before beginning. Terrariums 
can and should, for example, 
have a miniature pond. Even a 
shallow container can hold 
eiu)ugh water to obtain the 
effect aiul it is highly 
reeommendeil if you have 
selaginella growing nearby. Of 
course, the water must be 
changed regularly to avoid 
stagnation. If you would 
prefer tiot to have water 
though, a small oval mirror is a 
good substitute.
An attractive effect ctiit be 
obtained by putting layers of 
dilferently coloured satid, soil, 
pebbles, charcoal chips and 
even pulveri/ed jiieces of 
broken clay pots into the earth, 
Ibis gives the effect of the 
geological layers of the ettrlh in 
eivisv section.
Small slivers of driftwood 
can be adiletl to your terrariitm 








FOR A POSirm APPROACH
irTO TRI-MUNICIPAL RELATIONS 
^TO PENINSULA RECREATION 
ikTO PLANNED DEVELOPMENT
ic FOR CLOSER COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN COUNCIL AND TUE CITIZENS
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE
SCOTT, 1.
wood can look like tiny logs in 
;i forest setting. Tor a rocky, 
mountainous effect try 
tidtling some lighvveight stone 
such its featherroek.
lor a comprehensive and 
entertaining discussion of 
terrariums, consult Ortho’s 




Have you been the victim of 
a crime? A witness in a civil or 
criminal trial? If so, the 
Capital Region Justice Council 
wants to hear your story.
The courts and legal services 
committee of the council is 
beginning a project to try to 
ascertain how victims and 
witnesses are treated in 
Victoria-area courts and how 
those who have been through 
the process think it might be 
improved.
So, have you been left 
standing around courthouse 
corridors for hours (or even 
days) while waiting your turn 
to testify? Have you had 
trouble being reimbursed for 
the expenses you had to pay 
out because of the trial? Have 
you had to go into court 
without having the slightest 
idea what was expected of 
you? Or, have you found 
everyone involved in the 
process thoroughly 
sympathetic, helpful and co­
operative?
Whether your experience 
was good or bad, let us know. 
Write to the Courts and Legal 
Services Committee, Capital 
Region Justice Council, 2064 
Esplanade, Victoria; or phone 
Ida or Norman Hill at 592- 
9349.
’ If the answers received 
appear to show problems in 
certain areas, the committee
HIGHLAND DANCING 
STUDENTS from Shellagh Mallard’s 
class recently posed for this picture. 
They are, back row, left to right, 
Catherine Haley, Leah Haley, Vicky 
Cook, Jennifer Lindsay, Dorothy 
Nicolson, centre row, Colleen 
Tiffany, Dawn Nicolson, Christine 
Nicolson, Paula Bonneau, Mary Ann 
Nicolson, Chryseis Sheppard, Aileen 
McBride, Sharon Chapman,
Christopher Lindsay, front row, 
Leslee Jackson, Gael-a Burns, Midora 
Nicolson, standing, Dana Gerrand, 
Nora Nicolson, Missing from the 
picture is Debbie Crampton.
The students, ranging in age from 
four to 15, are holding trophies and 
awards from successful summer 
competitions. The beginners to 
advanced class meets every Tuesday at 
Sidney Elementary after school.
will work with local court 
officials, and, if necessary, 
with the provincial 
government, to try to improve 
the situation. If any individual 
appears to have suffered real 
injustice because of his 
treatment, the committee will 
do its best to correct it. Some 
legal advice will be available to 
the committee in its work. The 
committee guarantees an 
answer to all letters. ■ ‘
ELECT
WILLIAM ROGERS for MAYOR
Resident of the Municipality — A man with 
positive leadership — Responsive to community 
opinion
Central Saanich Concerned Citizens
45-2
NEW SHOPPING CENTRE 
NOW LEASING
Ground is broken on a 21,000 sq. ft. new concept Shopping Centre in Central Saanich at 
the corners of Wallace Drive and W. Saanich Rd. Occupancy is anticipated in the late 
spring of 1977. Choice leases available on spaces of 10(X) .sq. ft. or multiples thereof. 
Parking for 101 cars. Information on personal interview only.
, Please call WILF FLACK at 






Western Canada’s Largest Selection 












Pre-finished both sides 
with a sealed edge









Special Rough & Rustic Looking
5 Colours NOW So95 
Was ’10” sht. ONLY O
neN HARDWOOD - VENEER PANELLING
★TEAKB.M. Pre-FInished Rustic Grade Sg95 ★ KNOTTY CEDAR V.G.
3/16” - 4x8 SHT.Vr PADUK V.G.
★ OAK V.G. ★ASH V.G.





13/8x1 3/8 4 Colors





GSW ROOF DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Heavy (iiiiige Aliiiniiuiin In While or Itrown
Mciivy giiiige giiller and clownpipc is liglil in 
weighi for easy handling and the bakctl-on 
enamel finish ensures years of hlisler-free 
serviee while relaining ils briitht glossy finish. 
Carefree aliiminnm will not nisi or eorrotle 
and the .system is made for Ihe (lo ll- 







2120 Keating X Rd. 652-5632
‘ ■. 10:00 ■ 5:00)





9142 E. Saanich Rd. at McTavish
Burnside Plaza Store








JUBILEE PURE $ C29















2 LB. BAG 79
MARGARINE






ROBIN HOOD $ 099
20 LB.
COOKIES
DAD'S VARIETY PACK 
28 OZ. 99 It
10% off





Prices Effective Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
or while stock lasts
■■■ U
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SPECTACLE LAKE
...The Family Way
By the DEWEY FAMILY
We travel back and forth 
over the Malahat Drive nearly 













Presented to the public by 
the Parkland Debating 
Club.
new and different about it 
every time. The ever-changing 
scenery, the weather, the odd 
deer — it all makes for an 
enjoyable half-hour.
Every so often we succumb 
to the lure of the little roads 
and trails that lead away from 
the busy highway. One such 
side trip is a visit to Spectacle 
Lake Park. Some day, when 
you find the traffic getting to 
you — or you’d just like to 
take a walk for an hour, 
perhaps with a picnic lunch — 
this is a nice place to get away.
The turnoff for Spectacle 
Lake is between the Malahat 
Summit lookout and the 
turnoff for the south end of 
Shawnigan Lake. Going 
towards Duncan, look for the 
paved road to the left just after 
the lake turnoff.
The road svinds under 
some Hydro lines through a 
small residential area, for 
about a mile. There’s a fork, 
with a trailer park to the left. 
Spectacle Lake Park is to the 
right.




For a man eager to work WITH 
and for the people 
in all municipal affairs.
Central Saanich Concerned Citizens
area is marked with large signs 
and is easy to follow for most 
of the way around the lake.
Before reaching the lake, 
tliere’s a fork in the trail (see 
map); we decided to try the left 
branch. Had we gone straight, 
we’d have come to restrooms 
(outhouse type) and a well, a 
few hundred feet further 
along.
Our route took us into the 
wooded area right away, an in 
a few minutes we could see 
Spectacle Lake through the 
trees to the right. It’s easy 
walking for all ages, though it 
could be slippery in wet 
weather. Don’t know yet hosv 
easy it would be to follow the 
trail with snow on the ground.
The walk is quite pleasant, 
with the “away-from-it-air 
feel we like. However, some of 
the time we were there, a group 
of very noisy kids across the 
lake did make the place seem a 
bit more civilized”. We didn’t 
miss them when they left.
As we walked, we found a 
few side trails leading down to 
the lakeside. The lake seems to 
change character several times, 
depending upon one’s 
location. First, we thought it 
seemed very shaded and cold, 
as we viewed from the woods. 
Then, nearing the north end, it 
looked swampy and humid. 
Later on, from the northeast 
side, looking from an open 
area, it seemed warm, friendly 
and inviting.
There seemed also to be at 
least two distinct types of 
forest cover around the lake. 
Rounding the north end, the 
“rain forest” feeling left, and 
we began noticing many new 
varieties of trees — making us 
wish we had a way of 
identifying some.
The side trails to the lake
CENTRAL SAANICH
; STAND FOR:
1. Holding taxes down.
2. Moderation of residential 
development to an acceptable rate.
3. More taxpayer involvement 
with members of council.





EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT 
in our TOTEM DINING LOUNGE
V.. SUNSHIME...Ok Mi( SHOULDERS...






2280 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-1176
To DUNCAM
LAKE, af
f AiA //vtf SUMMIT 
J\ / ^ LOOKOHT
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C.J. REIMER, of 1388 Tapping Rd., 
was surprised to discover, early one 
morning last week, more than half of 
his 111 cows gone. After collecting 30 
or 40 of the Holsteins loose in the 
yard, he phoned Sidney R.C.M.P. for 
help in locating the others. They had a 
report of cows resting in the mud at
the Institute of Ocean Sciences at Pat 
Bay. Reimer and his wife hurried over 
with a truck and a bucket of grain to 
guide the cows home. Mrs. Reimer 
drove the truck, Mr. Reimer 
encouraged the animals alongside and 
the R.C.M.P. brought up the rear. 









began to look as well-traveled 
as the main trail, and a couple 
of times we weren’t sure which 
to follow. We stayed generally 
to the left and did fine. Most 
of, the lake trails seemed to 
angle back to the main trail 
anyway.
As we neared the south end 
of the lake, the trees thinned, 
and there are several good 
picnic spots. (Littering is a 
problem, though, so please 
carry out your trash.) The view 
of the lake from this area is 
especially nice. If you’re only > 
thinking of a picnic and not a 
hike, it would be just a few 
minutes’ walk here straight 
from the parking lot.
As we neared the end of our 
outing, we came to the well. It 
has an old-style hand pump, 
which everyone took a turn 
using. It made a nice break 
before returning to the car.
“Hiking Trails 1”, the 
Victoria Outdoors Club 
booklet, notes that it’s a half- 
hour walk around the lake. We 
found it took us an hour, with 
/small children, and didn’t feel 
we wasted any time. You’d 
have to hurry to make it in a
POLICE GIVE 
WARNING
Sidney RCMP report that a 
group may be soliciting funds 
locally for an organization 
representing recreation, but 
not eonneeted to the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission.
Randy .-Xiibie, director of the 
commission, stated he has 
never heard of this assoeiation, 
and commission diairman Eric 
Sherwood said, “This is 
nothing to do with us.”
One Sidney resident 
reported tliat a man liad visited 
her apartment asking for 
donations for a swimming 
program on behalf of the 
assoeiaiion.
half hour, and probably not 
stop to sightsee. Winter 
weather will make picnicing 
less pleasant, but for an 
enjoyable hike, give Spectacle 













9812 - 4th ST.
(BEHIND OUR FORMER LOCATION)
656-2322 SIDNEY, B.C.
See Us









"DRY CLEANING WITH CARE"
STYLE-TONE CLEANERS
It’s never too late 
to save on
long disjtance.
''I'i; ''S'L'.'' I'T 1. J," V'V';
u| Muiiimill
( hiidiii.ixl.is .ns.iypl.iiU,
Long distance discounts within B.C.on most
station-to-station calls you dial vourseU’d 12).
Minimum charge 200 per call,
Monday - Friday Every night
5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m.
Saturday - Sunday 
8:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m. r
35%off 60% off
regular day rate. regular day rate.
Call someone who's 
far away.
And get away with our 
best discount. 60% off the 
regular day rate between 
11 p.m. and 8 a.m.to most 
places in B.C.
It's never too late to get 
together. Or too early.
B.C.r£L®
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THE WILDERNESS 
MAPLES GALLERY
f or once vve may regret the 
mildness of what passes for 
winter in this area.
Irmgard Posselt’s tapestry 
show, “Weaving the 
Wilderness,” opening at the 
Maples Gallery November 19 
should, by all rights, be 
accompanied by the seasonal 
signs of the world from which 
it comes: sub-arctic gales, 
gri//ly prints, and waist-deep 
snow.
Posselt has forsaken the 
urban environment of the 
pri/c-winning designer, and 
her work unites obvious 
technical excellence with the 
images and materials provided 
by her wilderness home.
Six years ago, the Posselts 
gave up the comfortable 
apartment life of a big German 
city. But immigrating to 
Canada w'asn’t a wild enough 
move. They settled down in 
far-northern B.C., twenty-five 
miles from the nearest 
neighbours, building their own 
log house because they had to, 
not because it was a romantic 
thing to do.
Soon Irmgard found herself 
with three independent teenage 
sons, the isolation of the 
wilderness, and plenty of time 
on her hands. She was 
attracted to a course in 
spinning and weaving, for 
which her husband equipped 
her with a loom and spinning 
wheel.
She quickly discovered 
another outlet for the design 
brilliance which had brought 
her honours in Germany. The 
fascination with literally 
weaving the wilderness into her 
tapestries began.
Her earlier weavings were 
characterized by hot, bright 
colours, but Eskimo use of 
more restrained dyes 
influenced her to begin 
employing the earth shades 
around her. Both her yarn tints 
and the textures of her 
tapestries evoke the hardiness 
and variety of northern life 
forms.
Naturally those forms were 
absorbed into the weavings, in 
fur, bone, wood, raw fleece — 
elements also of native art 
which has affected Posselt’s 
outlook. Yet the effect is of 
great control in blending these 
raw elements.
Over the wool itself Irmgard 
Posselt exercises singular 
control: she raises her own 
sheep, cards, dyes and spins 
her own yarns. This has 
permitted her to keep track of 
the quality of the wool and to 
produce colours as needed.
Her northern influences 
haven’t made her work dull. 
Quite the contrary: bold discs 
of intense colour are centered 
in the muted surroundings.
The exotic materials invite 
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PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., FRL, & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
SIDNEY RATEPAYERS
YOU AREA LREAD Y COMMITTED TO: 
-More sewer and storm drains 
-A recreation complex 
-Bringing water to the peninsula 
-And the possibility of Sidney becoming a city.
STOP!!
Let’s Have No More Tax Commitments! 
Let’s Take A Breather!
1 want your vote so 1 can exercise a stabilizing 




Insericci by ETHIER FOR ALDERMAN Coinmillec.
technique to open up spaces 
and to form lacy designs in her 
hangings, allowing her to 
emphasize certain sections, to 
reproduce the openness, as 
well as the earthiness, of her 
landscapes.
The combination of wool, 
fur, wood, and bone often 
produces a totem-like, 
ceremonial appearance in the 
hangings, as if they were robes 
or capes or masks instead.
Posselt’s newest works on 
display depart from the normal 
rectangular shape of hangings, 
showing her interest in further 
experimentation and creative 
growth.
Irmgard Posselt’s work has 
been widely displayed — in 
Calgary, Vancouver, and most 
recently in Palo Alto, 
California, and in Winnipeg.
“Weaving the Wilderness” 
will continue at the Maples 
Gallery until December 12.<d.
THE ^TREE SPIRIT^', a 54-foot 
fishing boat built by Mayer’s Steel 
Boat Construction was launched 
Monday. The boat, for Gary 
Williamson of White Rock, is the
22nd one built by Mayer’s. When it is 
completed it will cost about 180,000 
dollars. Mayer’s is one of the last steel 
boat builders on the island. Their 
office is at 852 Wain Road.
SILVER THREADS IN REVIEW
MONDAY — 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards, shuffleboard, 
library; 10, quilting, ceramics, 
horse.shoes, dancing for fun; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m., ceramics; 
2, films; 7:30, maerame.
TUESDAY — 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards, shuffleboard, 
library; 10, oil painting, 
serenaders; 10:30, creative
writing, noon, lunch; 1, oil 
painting, crochet; 1:15, whist; 
7, shuffleboard, table tennis.
WEDNESDAY — 9 a.m., 
centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10, rug 
hooking, h o r s e h s o e s , 
novelties; mah-jangg; noon, 
hot dinner; 1, discusion group; 
2, concert McQuillan Bros. &
Woody Woodland.
THURSDAY — 9 a.m., 
centre open, eards,
sluifOeboard, library; 10, 
weaving; noon, lunch; 1, 
dressmaking, bridge; 7, crib.
FRIDAY — 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards, shuffleboard, 
library; 10, keep-fit.
Missionaries Visit Bethel Church
Missionaries from Indonesia 
and India will be featured at 
the fall missionary conference 
at Bethel Fellowship Church, 
2355 Beacon Avenue, this 
weekend, November 20 and 
21.
On Saturday evening at 7 
p.m. a panel discussion will be 
presented with Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Peterson, of Eugene 
Oregon, Mr. and Mrs. Larry 
Stewart and Miss Lillian 
Doerksen.
Miss Doerksen is affiliated 
with the Ramabai Muki 
Mission, an orphanage in
India.
Sunday morning at 11 a.m. 
Mr. Robert Peterson, 
missionary with the Overseas 
Missionary Fellowship who 
has spent 20 years in 
Indonesia, will be the main 
speaker.
Seven p.m. Sunday evening, 
Larry Stewart, an appointee to 
Columbia with the F'cllowship 
Baptist Missions will make a 
presentation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harper 
and Mrs. Janet Smith, of 
Sidney, will supply special 
music for the conference.
‘LIGHTS ON’ FOR HYDRO
A new B.C. Hydro program, 
aimed at improving road 
safety, is meeting with success.
Hydro safety officer Peter 
Gleave said the program of 
keeping headlights turned on 
while Transit and Pacific Stage 
Line buses are in operation has 
been widely noticed by 
motorists.
“We’ve had a number of 
calls from people who have 
seen the lights turned on,” Mr. 
Gleave said. “This proves to us 
that the program is doing just 
what it was set up to do.”
The “Lights Qn” program 
began October 31 with the 
return to Pacific Standard 
Time and is aimed at making 
Hydro vehicles more easily
New School
Hugh Curtis announced 
Friday, tenders for
construction of the new 
Stelly’s Cross Rd. secondary 
school arc now being accepted 
by School District II63.
The school will be concrete 




It will accommodate 
a maximum of 700students. In 
addition to regular classrooms 
the school will include three 
science labs and industrial 
education workshops.
As well it features a cafeteria 
suilable for drama 
presentations and a home 
economics area adaptable for 
child care classes.
seen by ' motorists and 
pedestrians, thereby 
preventing accidents.
“Other fleet vehicle 
companies, which have 
experimented with leaving 
lights on during the day, have 
greatly improved their safety 
records,” Mr. Gleave said. 
“This proves to us that 
vehicles are more visible with 
light on even in bright 
daylight.”
The safety measure will 
continue through the winter 
months, he said.
SORRY BERT
“Oh, the little more, and 
how much it is!
And the l.ittle less, and what 
worlds away!”
Owing to a production fault 
the above lines by the poet 
Robert Browning were 
omitted from an article on 
page seven. As We Pay More 
for Less, in last week’s Review: 
also the byline of H.V. Green, 
the error is corrected because 
the piece without the t|uotiUion 
was without rhyme or reason.
Displays of books and 
missionary items will help to 
make missions more 
understandable.
At the end of the Saturday 
and Sunday evening meetings 
refreshments will be served.
Everyone is welcome to 





Be sure to visit Circle Craft’s 
new centre, at 434 Kingston 
Street in Victoria, for the 
Christmas Market.
The market will be open on 
two consecutive weekends: 
Thursday to Saturday, 
December 9, 10, 11 and
December 16, 17, 18. Each 
weekend will feature a new 
selection of craftspeople’s 
work. Shopping hours are 
10:(X) a.m. to 9:00 p.m. daily.
The Christmas Market gives 
you an opportunity to buy 
unusual gifts made by B.C. 
era ftspeopic.
Pottery, weaving, stained 
glass, jewellery, unusual 
clothing, quilts, creative toys, 
leatherwork — treat yourself 
tind your friends to beautiful 
handcrafted presents. The 
Circle Craft store, as an 
iniegrtil part of the centre, will 
remain open throughout the 
Christmas Market.
Evergreen boughs and holly 
brtinches, music, refreshments, 
tind interesting encounters with 
crtiftspeople arc all part of a 
shopping experience at the 
Circle Craft Christmas 
Miirket.
Admission is 25 cents, and 
you are welcome lo use your 
ticket its often as you like.
WHY GET WIRED UP 
ABOUT CAR PROBLEMS!
John and Helga DECKERS GREENHOUSES
2036 BAZAN BAY RD.
regret to inform our ciislomers that we will have to be closed from 12 noon Saturday, 
November 20 for the rest of that day (family wedding).
To try and help our friends and customers, we will be open till 10 p.m. Friday, 
November 19 and agtiin back to regular hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday November 21 
tmd days following.
NVe have uemiired ii good selection of Gerinnn, Ilalinn, Ilni/.ll and Mexican pottery and 
many other Items, l.e. - plant care kits, maerame, I’aney flower pots and hanucrs, electric 
soil testers and fancy watering cans, all very rcasonnhly priced and would make fine gifts 
for your plant or garden loving friend or relative.
If wished we will Imld your gift till Xmas time. Also we have a nice selection of house 
plants and If wished could plant the pot of yonr choice,
We still have a good supply of nursery stock reasonably priced and as usual at no 
charge, will help |ilau .v<»ur landscaping problem.
Specials for week Nov. 19 to N<»v. 28:
Regular I’rlce
6 inch potted Mums in bloom 
1 gal. “sccrtch pots" Heather 
4 inch pots cideiis 
Nice big outdoor ivy plants 
4 Inch pots cactus 
Mlnatura geniniuins 





















Maiiv Other Items with real low price tags on them to clear out — overstocked.
Gerty Flint takes a Personal Interest 
in all his Customers Cars.
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
horseshoes, needlepoint, 
quilting; noon, lunch; 1, 
knitting; 1:30 stretch & sew; 1, 
jacko; 7, evening cards.
SATURDAY — 1p.m. to 4, 
open for drop-ins. Yoga.
SUNDAY — 1 p.m. to 4, 
open for drop-ins.
Morning coffee, afternoon 
teas served every day; Senior 
citizens of the district visitors 
welcome; Tickets on sale for 
shopping trip to Vancouver - 
Nov. 29th — Tickets on sale 
for Xmas Dinner - Dec. 15th.
PATBAYHWY 






The Qctober meeting of the 
Sidney Rotary Anns was held 
at the home of Mrs. C. 
Johnson, Brentwood Bay, with 
president Francis Neal 
presiding.
The next meeting will be 
held at the home of vice- 
president Doreen Ruffle, 2330 
Weiler Avenue on Thursday, 
November 18.
The Rotary district 
conference will be held in 
Victoria next April when 
Sidney Rotarians and Rotary 
Anns will be co-hosts with the 
Victoria club. A project in 
connection with this is being 
undertaken by the Rotary 
Anns which will require a great 
deal of work.
A beautiful ceramic 
Christmas tree lamp has been 
donated by the president to be 
raffled with proceeds used to 
augment community funds.
Tickets can be obtained 
from any Rotary Ann. The 
draw will take place December 
16.
Following the meeting 
refreshments were served by 
the hostc.ss.
The Tombola prize was won 
by president Francis Neal.
We Buy And Sell Eveiything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You 
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE




WITH A FIRM 
COMMITMENT TO 
LIMITED GROWTH 





PlEASl von - NOV. 20
For Alderman phone dsuses




Bob Thompson Owen Philp
Why is the Mayor and 
Council so concerned about 
ramming throtigh By-Law 
194 before the new council 
is elected?
Why were taxes collected 
for road work and very 
lillle spent?
Whal increase in taxes will 
he necessary lo pay for: the 
hospiiiil, the leerealional 
faeiliiies, water pipelines?
Why does North Saanich 
have such an apparently 
liigh cash siirpltis?
Why is consliiiclion going 
ahciitl on (he recrciilional 
complex wlien financing 
has not been settled?
WIty did the engineer 
resign?
Wliy tlid a sliorl piece of 
road cost many limes more 
I him Wits esiiniiiled?
There are many more wliys and whals aboiil your present and rutiire taxes 
and community planning •— If you are not eoneerned, don’t bother voting 
on November 20tb, but if you are, vote ror.some new faces on tbe eoimeil. 
Men who have tbe time and interest lo work on your behalf aud who are 
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By CRANIA LITWIN 
When completed, the 
Patricia Bay Institute of 
Oceanography will be 
one of the most advanced 
research stations of its 
kind in the world.
And 'according to 
Norman Todd, chief of 
management services and 
project manager, that 
date is not too far away 
now.
Construction of the 
$21 million complex 
slowed to a snail’s pace 
this summer when 
Construction Labor 
Relations Association 
contractors locked out 
their employees.
But builders are back on the 
job now and hundreds of 
expert scientific personnel are 
waiting to move in next spring. .
According to Todd, one of 
the purposes of the institute is 
to unite under One roof the 
various sciences involved in 
ocean research so they may co­
operate on the joint problems 
which face the different 
disciplines.
This means that up to 460 
people may eventually be 
working at the complex 
although the total staff is now 
about 280.
On a recent tour of the 
institute Todd pointed out that 
department of fisheries and the 
environment staff moved into 
the complex on a temporary 
basis two years ago. He 
motioned to what resembled a 
trailer park set up in an old 
airplane hanger.
People such as Ralph 
Brinkhurst came to Victoria in 
January this year from St. 
Andrew’s, N.B., where he was 
director of the Fisheries and 
Marine Service Biological 
Stations. Since then he has 
been working in an office-cum- 
lab at Pat Bay — a little brown 
house near the shore, left from 
the days of DND occupation.
He and other personnel will 
.soon be lodged in the 170,000 
square foot office and lab 
building which is intersected by 
glassed corridors topped by 
soaring sky-light.
Patricia Bay Oceanographic Institute 
To Be One Of The Most Advanced In The World
CARPENTER HUGH RUFFELL works in shop at institute.
The building is built on four 
levels and each has access at 
grade. This means that trucks 
can make deliveries at every 
level.
An aspect of the complex 
which will be of interest to the 
general public is that the main 
building will contain a 150-seat 
auditorium where seminars 
will be held to which members 
of the public will be invited. 
ENCOURAGEMENT GIVEN
“We want to encourage 
people to think of this as their 
own,” said Todd, a naval 
architect trained in Glasgow, 
Scotland.
He went on to say that a 
seismograph set up to record 
the intensity, direction and 
duration of earthquakes will be 
on view so that the public can 
go and see it when they wish.
One of the most intriguing 
rooms in the new complex 
contains the UNIVAC data 
processing system — in other 
words a giant computer valued 
at more than $2 million.
Todd said the second hand 
computer, which came from 
Ottawa, will be invaluable in 
making mathematical models 
to use for greater accuracy of 
■ prediction.
The electronic calculating 
machine will predict such 
important movements of the 
seas such as tidal action, 
currents, ocean mixing, sewage 
dispersal and transport of 
nutrients.
The computer will also store 
oceanographic data and 
climate causality.
As the west coast of Canada 
ploughs further and further 
into the age of super tankers 
carrying millions of barrels of 
oil. Norm Todd explained that 
this vast computer will become 
indispensible.
Drift and extent of oil spills 
will be speedily predicted by 
the computer which will be fed 
with such information as tidal 
action and currents.
ONE ASPECT
But that is only one aspect of 
the many projects which will 
be conducted at the complex.
Nautical charts for all of 
B.C. and the western Arctic 
will be made and the oceans 
physics division will study the 
mechanical and dynamic 
processes which made the sea 
work.
The federal department of 
Mines, Energy and Resources 
will conduct marine geology
and geophysics work to 
determine the geological 
structure of Canada as well as 
the age of the sea and related 
objects.
And when it comes to parts, 
maintenance and repairs the 
institute will be virtually self- 
sufficient.
A gigantic warehouse 
complex covering more than
7,700 square feet contains 
storage areas for spare parts 
for the institute’s fleet of ships, 
a large carpentry shop, and 
engine repair room.
There are work shops for re­
painting ships, fibreglassing 
and plasticising hulls as well 
as an electronic repair shop.
There is even a “cold room” 
designed to test equipment 
which will be used on northern 
expeditions to Ellesmere 
Island, situated 82 degrees 
north of the Equator.
Oceanography is commonly 
said to have begun with the 
HMS Challenger expedition of 
1872-76.
This world cruise was the 
first oceanographic project in 
which biologists, chemists, and 
physicists combined to study 
the life of the ocean.
Since then there have been 
numerous other expeditions to 
study both the sea’s surface 
layers and its depths.
In Canada, oceanographic 
studies began with the 
Biological Board of Canada 
which was set up in 1906.
CANADA LEADING
Since then Canada has been 
recognized as a leading nation 
in oceanography with its most 
elaborate effort being the 
eleven-month “Hudson 70” 
cruise.
This project included the 
first circumnavigation of the 
entire American Continent 
during which more than 120 
scientific and technical 
personnel from 25 laboratories 
carried out work aboard the 
CSS Hudson.
Canada is bordered on three 
sides by oceans which arc 
therefore becoming 
increasingly important for 
commerce, our large fishing 
industry and recreation.
Power is another major 
aspect relating to the ocean.
Hydrographer Tony. 
O’Connor is investigating the 
possibility of using windmills 
to recharge batteries at short- 
range electronic positioning 
stations.
A test wind generator was 
installed on Texada Island in 
August this year able to 
withstand wind speed of 125 
miles per hour.
Another interesting project 
currently being carried out by 
institute scientists is to see if 
deep-sea tides can produce 
enough energy to supplement 
fossil fuel generated power.
As part of the program, 
instruments have been 
placed on seamounts in the 
north Pacific.
And records from the tide 
gauges indicated that offshore 
tide variations are considerably
greater than expected.
At present, technology to 
make use of energy from deep- 
sea tides is non-existent, but 
inshore tides have been used 
for power for eight centuries 
such as a tide mill built in 1170 
in Suffolk, England.
Other projects include 
studies of the water exchange 
between the Strait of Georgia 
and the open ocean, an 
investigation of a possible 
future pipeline route between 
Melville and Bathurst Islands 
and an information study to 
find ways to avoid expensive 
dredging operations in the 
Frazer River Delta.
In the latter study, the 
Hydraulic Engineering Unit is 
looking for “information as to 
how the river might be retained 
to carry its own sediment into 
Georgia Strait.
The idea is to find a way to 
distribute the energy of the 
river in such a way that the 
flow will be kept strong 
enough to keep the sediment 
moving, according to expert A1 
Ages.
These are only a few of the. 
many programmes being 
carried out by the institute 
which Todd emphasized is to 
be considered part of the 
community. Everyone is 
entitled to visit the site, he 
stressed, adding that he hopes 
people will come to see it as it 
is something to be proud of.
. s'*';
: ' : I r
DON GAIN AND NORMAN TODD 
observe workings of $2 million
computer which will be used to predict 
extent of oil spills.
Irputmonbi 
Jnn 7172 Brentwood Drive Brentwood Bay Vancouver Island
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m. • 12 a.m. daily
November Family Dinner Special
EACH MON., TUES., WED. NIGHT
(except Lobster Night)
HOMEMADE SOUP OR SALAD BAR 
PAN FRIED BONELESS 
HALF SPRING CHICKEN 
[topped with fresh rousted nlmoiuls] 
FRESH VEGETABLES AND 
BABY ROAST POTATOES 




North Saanich & Sidney
lACTIVITIES CALENDAR\
I
Something for everyone! Activities as advertised 







Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m. •• 2:30 p.m.
NORMAN TODD climbs into 





Recycling projects in the 
Capital Region “could 
increase indefinitely,’’ 
according , to Nortli Saanich 
Al.D. George Cumpston, 
regional director for that 
municipality.
it was reported lo council 
this week that the recycling 
project in North Saanich, held 
Ihe first Saturday of each 
month, was doing well.
In one full day with six 
volunteer workers, a five-ton 
truck is filled with recyelihlc 
materials.
Cumpston told counejj that 
because of decreased costs, a 
$10,000 grant to the region last 
May will ptircha.se a truck, 
siortige bins, a glass crusher, 
and other equipment, plus pay 
for the conversion of a truck to 
accommodate a loading ramp.
\ '
Good iiniillly copic.s of 
pliufON (hid appear In (he 
Kidney Review may he par- 





Candidate for Alderman, 
Central Saanich
A COMPETENT, EXPERIENCED ALDERMAN WHO SERVED 
YOU TO THE BEST OF HIS ABILITY IN 1974-75 AND 
WOULD DEEM IT A PRIVILEGE TO SERVE YOU AGAIN.










The recreation calendar is a joint effort between 
The Sidney Review and the Bi-Municipal 
Recreation Commi.ssion to provide g6mmunity 
organizations with th^^pppdftunrty to make 
known their projects, events, meetings, etc. Any 
organization wishing to publicize its activities 
should contact the commission office at 656-6342 
prior to 12:00 noon Monday for inclusion in the 
following issue of (he Review.
SPECIAL EVENTS AND CHANGES
S.T.A.G. Members (cither sex) guess what?? — we are! 
going lo have a cooking club!! If you arc interested, check 
with the Club House and look for the sheet, let’s have a| 
good many names for this.
Even though the P.R.C. programs are well advanced, ill 
is never too late to join, and continue next year. For info I 
plca.se'phone the P.R.C. at 656-6342. Watch for details of 1 
all the next sessions.
All usual activities....
19 November, Sanscha — THE NIGHT — S.T.A.G. I 
dance. Local Youth, inchiding Central Saanich welcome. I 
Supervisors have Ihe right to refuse admission. Member 
1.50, non-members 2,(X). l.cl’s have a good turn-out for 
this, come on out and enjoy the music of “Lightening| 
Express”.
I’riday, November 19 — 7;30 p.m. at Margaret Vauglml 
Birch I lall, 4th Sl. Sidney, Saanich Peninsula Sailing Ass’n| 
I'ilm Show,
20 November, San.scha -— Roller skating for children, 11 
a.m. At 2:00 p.m. Movie of the week. A “goody” this! 
week — “Napoleon and Samantha’’, one is a boy and thc| 
other a lion, come and see which is which.
November 23 ~ at Parkland School, Multi-Purpose I 
room, at 3,:30 p.m. -- the movie Railway Children, 
Admission $.75, 7:{X) p.m. the movie Cactus E'lowcr, 
admission $1.00,
24 November, Sanscha —• S.T.A.G. Arts ahd Crafts ini 
the Club House, Members only. 7:30 p.m. Sidneyl 
Elementary •— How about it good turn-out for these 2I 
SPl-X’lALS.
26lh November — Another S.T.A.G. Skating Party, | 
leave this dale free, more details later.
S.T.A.G. C'lub House hours -— Tuesday, 7-9:30 p.m.;I 
Wednesday, Arts & Criifls 7:30 p.m.; ’I’hursday, 7-9:30 
p.m,; E'riday - - DANCE; Saturday, 7-11 p.m,; Sunday, 1-| 
4 p.m.
29 November — Open House to all parents whose I 
chikiren aiientl Gym Classes, run by Mr, I’eier Grant in] 
Sidney LUemeniary on Tuesdays, Come and see what your 
child has achieved.
3rd December, Parklamls, 8;00 p.m. — The 2nd in the I 
Victoria Symphony series. String Ouiniel this lime, 1,el’s I 
have good support for this one, Tickets available at P.R.C 
ori'ice in Sanscha.











PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
ELIZABETH the SECOND, by the Grace of God, of the 
United Kingdom, Canada, and Her Other Realms and 
Territories, Queen, Head of the Commonwealth, Defender 
of the Faith.
To all to whom these presents shall come — GREETING. ' 
H.A. CURTIS, Minister of Municipal Affairs.
WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of section 766 of 
the Municipal Act the Capital Regional District was 
incorporated by Letters Patent issued on the first day of 
February, 1966:
AND WHEREAS section 766 of the Municipal Act 
provides, inter alia, that in addition to the functions 
conferred by this Act, a Regional District has such 
functions as are provided by Letters Patent or 
.supplementary Letters Patent and for this purpose, the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister, provide in the Letters 
Patent or supplementary Letters Patent such further 
objects, powers, obligations, duties, limitations, and 
conditions in re,spcct to any or all functions requested 
pursuant to this section:
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board of the Capital 
Regional District has requested the function of providing 
and operating an ice arena and .swimming pool:
AND WHEREAS the assent of the electors of the 
designated area consi.sting of the Municipalities of the 
District ol North Saanich and the Town of Sidney has been 
obtained:
AND WHEREAS the provisions of the said .section 766 
have been duly complied with:
NOW KNOW VE THAT We do order and proclaim that 
on, Irom, and after the date hereof, the following be added 
to the objects, powers, obligations, duties, limitations, and 
conditions of the Capital Regional District:
DIVISION XVI -- ICE ARENA 
AND SWIMMING POOL 
NORTH SAANICH AND SIDNEY
1. Only the member municipalities of the District of 
North Saanich and the Town of Sidney participate or share 
in the cost incurrod pursuant to this Division.
2. Subject lo any limitations or exceptions in this 
Division contained, the regional district may construct, 
equip, operate niul maintain an icc arena and swimming 
pool to be sitiiiited on property within Ihe District of 
North Saanich Icgaliy described as Lot 1, Section 4, Range 
2 East, Plan 29759, North Saanich District.
3. The net nnnual cost pursuant to this Division 
inciuding any annual debt charges, shall be apportioned 
among the member municipalities liable to share such costs 
on the basis of fifty per cent (50%) by census population 
and fifty per cent (50%) by net taxable value of land and 
improvements for school purposes, except those properties 
taxable for school purposes only by special Act.
4. Debt incurred by the I'cgional district for the purpo.se 
ol eonslructing iind equiping such ice arena and swimming 
pool shall not exceed the sum of $1,850,0(X).
5. 1 he Regional Board may, by by-law, establish an Icc 
Arena and .Swimming Pool Commission, consisting of the 
Directors repieseming the member municipalities of the 
District ol Norih Saanich and the Town of Sidney plus 
stich other persons its may be designated in Ihe by-law, and 
in such by-law may delegate lo the commission any or till of 
the itdminisiriulvc powers of the Regional Board with 
respect to the consirnciion, eriuipmenl, operation and 
mainteniinee ol ihe ice itrena and swimming pool.
AND IIIAI Ihe Letters Patent of Ihe Capitiil Regional 
Dislr iei he deeiited lo he amended aeemdingly.
IN IE.S1IM0NY WHERl’OI’, We have caused these 
Our Letters lo be made Patent and the Great Seal of Our 
said Province lobe hereunto affixed.
^ WI TNESS, Colonel, the Honouiable Walter S. Owen, 
Q.C., LL.D., Lientenani-t,iovernor of Our said Province 
ol British Coltimbia, in Our City of Victoria, in Our said 
Province, this 2Hlh day of Oeloher in Ihe year of Our I-ord 
one ihousiind nine hundred and seventy-six and in Ihe 
iwemy-fiHh yeiiiof Our Reign.
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Strachan On Alcoholism
By J. George Strachan
VESTED INTERESTS
and attitudes
One of the most serious 
obstacles to overcome if we are 
to cope better with alcoholism 
is the complexity of attitudes 
displayed by those with a 
vested interest in the care and 
control of beverage alcohol.
Some professionals involved 
in treatment are determined 
only to expound their own 
disciplines and skills, no 
matter that simplicity of 
approach may more easily 
achieve recoveries. Some 
recovered alcoholics continue 
to insist that only those with 
personal recovery experience 
can really help those who are 
still actively suffering from a 
dependence. Neither will 
respect the prerogatives, or 
acknowlege the contribution to 
recovery, of the other. And 
sometimes, both are too 
stubborn and self-centred to 
gain from each other’s skills 
and potential contributions.
Another wasteful, but 
constant controversy is that 
tragic practice by a few 
experimental researchers who 
persist in espousing that 
alcoholics who have achieved 
sobriety much learn to ingest 
alcohol if they are to be 
deemed ‘recovered’. This 
procedure is certainly not one 
practived with diabetics or 
other like illnesses.
Among the ‘dry’ proponents 
of our society, it is unfortunate 
that the philosophy of 
‘temperance’ has assumed its 
present connotation of total 
abstinance. Temperance once 
meant the moderate use of 
light ales, beers and wines, or 
for some, the controlled use of 
spiritous liquors. Regrettably 
too, ‘temperance’ has assumed 
its present connotation of tat 
omit
Among the ‘dry’ proponents 
of our society, it is unfortunate 
fhat the philosophy of 
‘temperance’ has assumed its 
l)resent connotation of total 
abstinance. Temperance once 
meant the moderate use of 
light ales, beers and wines, or 
for some, the controlled use of 
spiritous liquors. Regrettably 
too, ‘temperance’ groups no 
longer militantly police adverse 
alcohol issues, as did the 
earlier temperance movements.
' Today, most of these 
minority groups under the 
facade of educational and 
research organizations 
Usually working alone, they do 
little to co-ordinate their 
ejfforts with either private or 
governmental progarms.
Regrettably too, as increased 
monies become available the 
field is attracting its hare of 
opportunists. Many who once 
would not enter this work - are 
newly found 90 day wonders! 
And of course, there are those 
professional workers who are 
themselves dependency 
problems, suffering from the 
identical pains of the very 
patients they are seeking to 
identify and treat!
Not withstanding years of 
experience and training, they 
practice the same cover-ups 
and denials with self, spouse, 
child or parent. Reacting with 
beligerence when confronted 
with the need for a decision to 
seek recovery, they display the 
usual ‘not me’ defense — 
uncontestable proof of the 
illness factor involved, and of 
the insidious and destructive 
progression of alcohol 
dependency.
Thus the urgency of 
achieving a common 
denominator of
understanding, with an orderly 
and positive approach to 
mutual areas of concern; to 
bridge difference in language 
and definitions; to appreciate 
and learn from each other’s 
experience and knowledge’ — 
and above all, to acknowledge 
and overcome the prejudice 
and defensiveness we have all 





•Continued development of 
land use policies to preserve 
N. Saanich as a rural and 
residential community.
Peter Tredgett
•Development of a realistic 
5 year plan for capital 
expenditures on public 
works.
•Control by your council of recreational activities to ensure 
that the programme fits the needs of the community and 
the cost is within the ability of the taxpayer to pay.
Vot0 Moderation, Vote Tredgett
Many
Contribute
To the ‘wets’ — who insist
(jn associating alcohol use with 
tjie ‘good life’ — the alcoholic 
is the worst possible 
advertisement. Nevertheless, 
concern about, or support for 
programming to control the 
adverse effects of alcohol and 
alcoholism, to some beverage 
alcohol industries, is by 
implication, to be tarred with 
the ‘evils’ of their product, 
alcohol. Only a few 
acknowledge an obligation to 
share in achieving sound 
programs of education, 
treatment, research, recovery, 
moderation and prevention.
^ AN ESCAPE 
Another group of interests 
encompasses those, who 
seemingly must promote 
‘adult-double-strength’ 
chemicals for everybody and 
everything. Both the producer 
.and the luscr demonstrate little 
intelligence or strength of 
character. Such products play 
on peoples inadequacies and 
insecurity — their ability to 
cope witlrout a scries of 
crutches — and their continued 
search for an escape from the 
pain of any personal 
involvement or responsibility, 
even from life itself!
Contributions to the 
Canadian Cancer Society’s 
annual campaign for funds 
come from many sources, 
public and professional.
Among these are the 
Employee Community Service 
Charitable Funds, which play a 
-big part in the overall 
campaign.
“Employee Charitable 
Funds exist in many 
organizations, especially those 
with a large number of 
employees”, said Wilf Burton, 
Executive Officer for the 
Vancouver Island Branch of 
the Society, “and they are 
usually governed by a Board of 
Directors who look after the 
disbursements.
“The funds are raised 
through an internal .solicitation 
of employees, and collected 
usually by cheque deduction 
through pledges. The donor 
may also indicate his or her 
choice of preferred charity as 
the recipient.”
“For example, the B. C. 
Government Employees 
Community Service Fund, 
over the past five years alone, 
have contributed over 
$41,000,000 to the local 
campaign, as well as giving 
similar support to other 
charities,” Burton said, “and I 
would like all employees 
contributing to such funds to 
know that their support is 
highly valued, and that the 
monies are being allocated and 
put to good U.SC.”
Burton went on to .say that 
among other such groups 
contributing regularly over a 
similar period are Canada 
Safeway, B.C.F.P., B.C. 
Hydro, B.C. Telephone, T. 
Eaton Co., Gorge Road 
Hospital, Oak Bay Municiplc, 
Ocean Construction, Princess 
Mary Rcstamant, Scaspan 
International, Sears, Royal 




Uniquely too, most ‘care’ 
programs ~ private and 
Boverninent alike —■ include 
01 h h i g h 1 y - s k i 11 c d 
professionals and para- 
profc.ssional personnel. While 
cncli group numbers some who 
tire recovered from nlocholism 
or other drug dependencies, by 
for the large number of 
workers are themselves 
moderate, social users of 
beverage alcohol, who include 
many of the most authoritative 
•‘ltd respected educators, 
researchers and treatment 
workers in the field.
, Conversely there arc also 
those workers who tire 
excessive users of alcohol, 
‘iiiiuke hash and inisust 
ipedieaiion. Flaunting their 
own undisciplined behavior 
before the public, they present 
a poor image indeed for a new 
ncld desperately .seeking to 
establish credibility and 
Integrity of purpose.
A panel disettssion on 
Hyperactivity wili be presented 
at a tnccting of tiic Association 
for Children with l.earning 
Disabilities on Titcsday, 
November Itith at 8 p.m.. 
Centennial United Church, 649 
David Street.
All interested persons arc 
welcome.
Two parents will discitss 
dietary eonirol and a teacher 
will oittline behavior 
modification techniques used 
in the eitissroom.
A t|tiestion period wiil 
follow the ptinel disettssion.
YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
For New And Used Boats
Jboh whiite xnanm\6c^ new and used ® sail and power •
1656-6421 10431 Resthavem
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthavens
MONEY SPENT IS MONEY INVESTED 
.. . when you buy insulation.
Call 478-5323 & see how you can 
save up to 30% on your heating 
bill.
ASTRO INSULATION
Specializing in blown insulation in ceilings 
and walls.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE








^^Chez €:ioth is tfto 
Ordinary 
Fabric Store’*’
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
downtown, ipacioui 8i modem 
rooms, cable color T.V., direct 
dial phonos, all with view bal­
conies, free parkino, compli­
mentary coffee 8i tea service, 
and best of all - mostly with 
fully equipped kitchens that
_ _____ allow you end your family to
enjoy substantial savinos on 
breakfasts, lunches, snacks, 
cold drinks, ice cubes Si other 
related expenses. Starting at 
only $18.00 single 8i $4.00 
for each additional guest 12 
years of age and over.
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
84B Hornin' St., Vancouver, D.C. VOZ IV1 or Phono aroa604-007-07B1
OWEN PHILP
FOR ALDERMAN IN NORTH SAANICH
NOVEMBER 20, 1976
♦Sensilive and re.sponsive lo the ini9/ests of the electorate. 
♦Concerned about the re.siricliveand inflexible requiremenis 
of By-Law 194.
♦For controlled and orderly growth.
*l'or improved road maintenance and drainage syslein.s. 




across from the Brentwood Post Office
GIANT
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
Prices Effective 
Nov. 18-21, 1976 












MAPLE LEAF WIENERS REGULAR 1 LB. PKG.
SALAD DRESSING
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP 00^
32 OZ. JAR ^ ^ ,
ORANGE MARMALADE I
NABOB 24 OZ. TIN 0^^ I
APPLE JUICE
SUN RYPE BLUE LABEL ^ TF ^
48 0Z. TIN O g
3 FRUIT MARMALADE 1
NABOB 24 OZ. TIN ^ 0 ^ |
COFFEE
CHASE & SANBORN $ '1 7 9
1 LB. BAG JL
SOUP




20 LB. BAG /
PEACHES
ARDMONA CANNED 1
28 OZ. TIN 3 ^ 1
COOKIES




24 OZ. BOHLE M ^ 1
TEA BAGS
NABOB DELUXE 140's $ 1 99
ICE CREAM
ISLAND FRESH $ f 49 1











3 LB. BAG O ^
I
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Local Probation Officer Reports 
Richmond Conference "Exciting’Event
“Exciting” was the 
way Neil Pearce 
described the recent B.C. 
Conference on the 
Family.
Pearce, a Sidney 
probation officer, was a 
delegate to the 
conference held in 
Richmond where more 
than 70 resolutions 
concerned with 
improving the quality of 
family were considered.
“This is the first time 
a government has taken 
the trouble to ask the 
‘man in the street’ his 
opinion of improving 
family relations, Pearce 
said.
The project was co­
sponsored by the provincial 
ministry of human resources 
and religious communities. 
Two hundred and forty-one 
people from 70 communities
around the province were 
involved in the conference.
Pearce, along with Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance 
Association director Barry 
Wyckham, were delegates to 
the conference from this 
district, although Wyckham 
was unable to attend.
It was “grassroots level” 
action, Pearce explained, on 
“what can be done to 
strengthen the family.
“We will endeavour to bring 
it home to people the 
importance of the family as 
the key influence in society,” 
Pearce said, with 
communications within the 
family as the key emphasis.
“When there’s a breakdown 
in communication in a family 
structure, the problems we see 
around us ari.se,” he stated, 
citing divorce, juvenile 
delinquency and general rifts 
in the family unit as direct 
results of lack of 
communication.
Among significant actions 




DELLA PARANICH invites you to view her
"IMPRESSIONS IN OIL"
Preview Friday, Nov. 19, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Exhibition 
continues until Sunday, Nov. 28th.
TRUFFLES ART and CRAFT eAUlRY
(Sidney’s most intimate)
2417 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY, B.C. PHONE 656-6811 
Gallery hours for show: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sundays 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
ELECT
for establishment of a B.C. 
Council for the Family, a move 
Pearce said would be a 
“fantastic breakthrough.”
The council would involve 
partnership of government, 
religious bodies and 
c o m m u nit y agencies 
monitoring issues affecting 
family life.
Another action was a 
request to the premier for the 
establishment of a family 
month when emphasis on 
family concern would 
promoted and publicized.
The four-day event 
opened November 1 
Lieutenant Govenor Walter 
Owen and Richmond MLA 
and cabinet minister James 
Neilson. A panel of five deputy 
ministers together with Bishop 
Remi De Roo of the Roman 
Catholic Archdiocese of 
Victoria, one of the originators 
of the conference, discussed 
the implications of a 150 page 
report.
Dr. John Friesen, faculty of 
education at the University of 
British Columbia and editor of 
the report chaired the panel.
The report was based on 
more than 400 briefs and 700 
questionaires submitted from 
community study groups 
which met during the past 
year. Several briefs were 
submitted from local groups 
representing a wide range of 
interests, including a brief 
from Parklands grade 11 and 
12 students and one from the 
Silver Threads.
Minister of Human 
Resources, William Vander 
Zalm was host and speaker at a 
government dinner. He called 
lor a greater community 
involvement in the fight 
against marriage breakdown 
and juvenile problems.
Vander Zalm announced the 
government’s intention to 
establish three or four pilot 
projects in selected 
communities where 
government funding will be 
combined with local volunteer 
organizations to create 
preventative programs to half 
family breakdown.
The estimated cost of such a 
project to be be from two to 
three million dollars if it is to 
be viable.
Among the resolutions were 
a number which passed or 
tailed by a narrow margin.
Two significant examples 
were: support for the
guaranteed annual income, 
which passed by only eight 
votes, and failure of a request 
for government funding for 
independent schools by five 
votes.
A sample of the resolutions 
show request for: 
Continuation of and lowering 
of rental ceilings; - Support for 
housing subsidies to 
individuals as well as builders;
Establishment of a 
monitoring team for 
television to determine its
effects on the society and its 
values; st'rcssing spiritual 
renewal through prayer and 
retreats for families; - 
Increasing support for 
preventative mental health 
programs; - Parents to exercise 
their rights and not abrogate 
them to agencies such as 
school, church or government; 
- Equal retention of status be 
given to native women 
marrying non-status men as is 
presently given to native men 
marrying non-status women.
The resolutions will now go 
lo an ongoing committee for 
refinement and for 
distribution. Delegates 
returned to report to their 
communities and sponsoring 
organizations.
The conference was an end 
to a year-long program which 
began with the initiating 
conference in Victoria on 
November, 1975, that inspired 
thousands of people to give 
millions of hours of volunteer 
time to the study.
Besides Canada, all of North 
America and countries abroad 
have watched the entire 
process with great interest, 
organizers believe.
They are confident the B.C. 
Conference on the Family may 
well be responsible for 
somewhat similar attempts to 
co-ordinate government and 
the community in confronting 







•►STRONG, DECISIVE LEADERSHIP 
♦ORDERLY, WELL PLANNED DEVELOPMENT.
♦SENSITIVE & RESPONSIVE TO THE ELECTORATE.
♦POSITIVE DECISIONS BASED 0*N 
♦SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES.
♦OVER 25 YEARS OF BUSINESS EXPERIENCE.
♦RESIDENT OF CENTRAL SAANICH SINCE 1962.
♦UNIVERSITY LEVEL GRADUATE IN URBAN LAND ECONOMICS.
ON NOVEMBER 20th ELECT
WILLIAM ROGERS
By MARY KIERANS
THE FAR SIDE 
OF THE STREET
by Bruce Hutchinson
Bruce Hutchison was, and 
remains, one of the best known 
journalists Canada has ever 
produced. Although he 
worked mainly on the west 
coast, he achieved great 
prominence in the United 
States through his reportage in 
the Christian Science Monitor, 
and through the frequent 
reprinting of his material in a 
wide range of journals across 
Canada. In addition, he has’ 
been a prolific author, writing 
a number of books on Canada, 
including a novel, and what 
remains as the best one-volume 
biography of Mackenzie King.
Now Hutchison has 
produced tliis volume of 
“twilight' memories and 
rambling reflections”, the 
book meets its author’s
description. This is a 
thoroughly pleasant and light 
account of a good 
newspaperman’s life, his work, 
his friends, his family, his 
country. Nothing very serious, 
nothing unpleasant, just a 
good, quiet read.
Bruce Hutchison knew many 
politicians well. He was trusted 
by Mackenzie King and St. 
Laurent, very close lo Lester 
Pearson and to scores of lesser 
lights. He is a careful anij 
shrewd observer of men like 
King, Dean Atcheson and 
Pcar.son, and very critical of 
the present prime minister. 
Clearly Trudeau is not a 
Hutchison Liberal, but then 
Hutchison is certainly not a 
Trudcau-stylc newsman. That 
may be a fair trade-off.
Bruce Hutchison’s memoirs, 
THE FAR SIDE OF THE 
STREET, are now available 
through the Brentwood and 
Sidney branches of the 
Regional Library.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Ihe scholarship committee 
of Claremont and Parkland 
schools has made their 
recommendations for 
scholarships and awards.
for the S.T.A. scholarships 
ill Claremont, Brian
THE HIGH COST OF RENTING
iKK!' $2()« $250 $.301) $.350 $.r(M) S-150 $500
l.st yi'iir $ 2,•too $ 3,000 $ 3,000 $ •1,200 $ •1,800 $ 5,.|()0 $ 0,0(10
2nil your 2,692 3,2^10 3,888 •l,.530 5,18.1 5,832 (i,.|H0
llrd yoiir 2,709 3,^100 •1,100 •1,800 5,500 0,200 0,008
•nil yoar 3,()2.'l 3,770 •1,535 5,201 0,0.17 0,803 7,5,58
Mil yoar 3,2(15 •1,081 •1,808 5,7M 0,531 7„'M7 8,103
(till yoar 3,520 •l,^107 5,200 0,171 7,053 7,035 8,810'
"111 yoar 3,808 •1,700 5,713 0,005 7,017 8„57fl 0„521
Hill yoar •1,113 5,l^lt 0,170 7,108 8,220 ... '0,25li ” 10,283 '
Hill yoar .l,'l't2 5,5,52 ... fl.OO^I 7,77^1 .. 8,88T' IMioO ’ Tl,j0(i
lotli yoar •1,707 5,000 7,107 8,300 0,505 10,700 ij’.iio.r




(Assisted Home Ownership Program)
If you fully qualify, your monthly payments 
could be as low as ^297.37 including 
Principal, Interest and Taxes, (est.)
Yearly increase will not be 
10.6% as in renting 
but under 8% including taxes.
33 STRATA 
TOWN HOUSES




(Only Available Until Nov. 30th, 1976)
won $2(X), Josephine Deelman 
and Davina Wyatt, ,$125. At 
Parkland, Richard Mackic 
won a $250 scholarship.
Ed Dorian Awards at 
Claremont were recommended 
for Diane Mars, Di.xon Eng, 
Roger Hodgkin and Mike 
Knight, $50; and Rob 
Licberman and Cheryl 
Marshall, $25.
Parkland students Shelley 
Godson, Gary Bland and 
Valerie Toller won $50 awards.
ANOTHER READER 
REMINDER
Subscribe now fo (lie Sidney 
Review. Snh.scription fee is $6 
per yenr, $5 for pensioners.
Stock Drespery 
& Upholstery Fobrlc
There is still time to have your 
home re-decorated before 
Christmas. We can guarantee your draperies 
& reuphoistering will be done before the 
holidays,
CALL US NOW a TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF OUR PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE.
ViCOUNT O4 y
W 2 DAYS OMI Y W2 DAYS ONLY
November 19tli & 20th 
iverythliig in sfmk wiil
b© sdfcf cif 1S @ff 






Everything that we carry in our broad 
range of inventory.
•A minimum order ^25°°




2046 KEATING X ROAD Lumber, Building Supplies 
■ & Hardware
Block Bros., Agents
Please Call For Further Information
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THEREVIEW
Abusive Adults Can Seek Help From Parents In Crisis
By DONNA VALLIERES ...........
Page 13
  
Giving help, support 
and understanding to 
abusive parents is the aim 
of a self-help group being 
formed on the peninsula.
I
‘Parents in Crisis’is an 
independent organ­
ization set up for parents 
to stop child abuse within 






mills road, SIDNEY, B.C.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20 





^‘Vour catch returned to you"'
? cilfliyf CATCH cwsroM
. CAMNE^ EMOoy Trie 
^6A50M
Also fresh and frozen seafoods, bait and tackle.
Located at Creeds Landing at the base of Marchants Road.
652-1512







Financial Responsibility with restraint
Controlled development within existing 
zoning











WESTWOOD, George D. X
A person dedicated to the well-being 
of North Saanich, who will listen to YOU 







economy nicls Uo: eonirol.
*Cnnirolled progress for waier rcsonrees and reercalion 
eomple.x devolopinenl.




establish and maintain a 
healthy relationship 
between parents and 
their children.
The local group is 
sponsored by a Sidney 
resident named Mary 
(last names are not used 
in PIC to protect the 
identity of parents).
“Child abuse is a problem,” 
she said, “and this type of 
group is there for the purpose 
of helping parents overcome 
the problems that give rise to 
this abuse.”
Mary went on to say that 
many abusive parents were 
themselves abused as children 
and as adults they are insecure 
and anxiety-ridden and unable 
to cope with everyday stresses.
Because they were never 
allowed to be children, they 
cannot respond positively to 
their own children’s normal 
behavior and react with panic 
and anger when they do not 
receive unconditional support 
from them.
Parents with abuse problems 
may have many different 
personalities but they have 
certain common factors in 
their backgrounds.
Because these parents were 
made to feel they deserved to 
be punished as children 
because they were so “bad”, 
they have a very low sense of 
self-esteem which makes it 
hard for them to like or be 
liked.
They learned that having 
children was a way for parents 
to be taken care of and loved 
and .that children must be 
punished to achieve these 
results.
They are very manipulative 
when confronted with their 
actions and often appear to be 
far more in control of the 
situation that they really are 
and are skillful at saying just 
what they are expected to say.
Parents in Crisis are often 
emotionally immature and 
sometimes seek attention by 
some form of negative 
behaviour.
They have a need for self­
punishment and look for ways 
to prove they are as bad as they 
think they are, reinforcing 
their poor self-image.
PIC recognizes that most 
parents at some time or 
another are subject to episodes 
of abusive behaviour, but if 
the abuse becomes an on-going 
pattern, then it is a behavioral 
problem.
There are sU forms of child 
abuse recognized; physical! 
abuse, physical neglect, sexual 
abuse, verbal abuse, emotional 
abuse and emotional neglect.
Physical abuse occurs when 
a parent physically handles a 
child in such a way that their 
handling is used only as a 
means of venting the parent’s 
anger, with no intent to 
discipline.
If the attitude of the parent 
is abusive, a slap can be just as 
abusive as a broken arm. The 
degree of trauma to the child 
may simply lie in the degree of 
abusive attitude on the part of 
the adult.
Lack of proper amounts of 
food, clothing, medical care, 
atlcnlion to hygiene arc .some 
forms of physical neglect, but 
lack of parental guidance, 
supervision and general care 
arc also included in this 
category.
There are two forms of 
sexual abuse, active and 
passive. The parent who 
actively engages in sexual acts
with a child and the parent 
who takes no action when he 
or she is aware that a child is 
being sexually abused are both 
abusive.
Verbal abuse is the use of 
insulting, coarse or bad 
language or scolding harshly or 
reviling the child.
Verbal abuse is words that 
are aimed at tearing down or 
destroying a child’s image of 
himself.
All forms of abuse are 
emotionally abusive, but 
specifically emotional abuse is 
present when the parent is 
providing a negative emotional 
atmosphere for the child.
This is psychological abuse 
and can be as damaging in the 
long run as severe physical 
abuse.
Emotional neglect happens 
when the parent provides 
neither a negative nor a 
positive environment for the 
child. The child is shown no 
feelings whatsoever; he is
neither hated nor loved, as if 
he didn’t exist at all.
A child who is treated in 
this fashion grows up to regard 
himself as a nothing — 
worthless.
The basic philosophy of 
Parents in Crisis is 
unconditional acceptance of 
the parents as they are. The 
group provides a safe, 
supportive environment in 
which parents can test their 
skills and strengths, an 
environment where it is safe to 
fail.
There is the security of 
knowing that they are among 
people with whom it is safe to 
be themselves and express 
ugly, angry feelings without 
fear of rejection.
All PIC members have the 
choice of remaining 
anonymous both during and 
after their involvement with 
the group.
The exceptions are when a 
member continues abusing his
or her child to the degree that 
such behaviour could result in 
injury or death to the child, or 
when a member chooses to 
disclose his or her identity.
Members are required to 
respect at all times other 
members right to remain 
anonymous.
Parents in Crisis provides a 
long or short term “do it now” 
approach to help establish, 
strengthen and maintain a 
healthy emotional and physical 
co-existence between parents 
and their children and tries to 
cure the painful day to day 
deterioration found in many 
family relationships.
Mary is hoping parents who 
are having problems dealing 
with their children in positive 
ways will help form a PIC 
group in the area.
Anyone who feels they 
might benefit from 
involvement with this group 
can call Mary at 656-4006.
A commitinent to: 
—Quality Education 
— Fiscal Responsibility j 
On Nov. 20 
in North Saanich 
Vote
WALSH, Florence lois|Xl ’“Trustee'
3. ft s-s
^ I J ^




60 Years ago in The Review:
Rev. A.R. Gibson had 
rather an exciting time for a 
few minutes on his way home 
from Saanichton when he ran 
his car into a fallen tree that 
the heavy wind had placed 
across the road.
Luckily no serious damage 
was done to the car and after 
removing the obstacle, he was 
able to proceed homeward.
Mr. George Gerogsen, of 
Mayne Island, had his small 
boat stolen by a youngster who 
lived in, Allbay while visiting 
Sidney.
Mr. Gerogson reported the 
matter to Constable McDonald 
who immediately took it in 
hand and in a short time found 
the boat.
50 Years ago in The Revcw:
The following were elected 
lo office at the organization, 
meeting of the Keating Athletic 
Club held in the Temperance 
Hall: president, Ralph Michell; 
secretary-treasurer. Miss 
Janet Sherring; directors, 
Norman Tanner, Walter Bate; 
honourary president, W.D. 
Michell. ,
The Temperance Hall had 
been made suitable for playing 
basketball games and it was 
hoped for a good support from 
the young people of the 
neighbourhood.
Fruit growers were greatly 
interested in the report of a 
tour of the Saanich Peninsula 
made by Mr. R.D. Pinneo, 
point development expert.
Mr. Pinneo would .seem to 
be of the opinion that with the 
development of a growing 
market for fruit and the 
provision of strategically 
placed canneries to take care of 
surplus fruit, growers could be 
encouraged lo aim for greater 
production and a high quality 
product.
40 Years ago in The Review:
The well-known radio 
speaker Rev. Andrew Roddan, 
who came over the air every 
Sunday morning to Sidney, 
Wits lo be present in person at 
St. Paul’s Church,
Mr. Roddan was to give a 
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Call us at 656-7221
Tho First Canadian Dank
Bank of Montreal
SIDNEY, ll.C.
Revolt,” illustrated by 100 
beautiful lantern slides.
Mrs. R.C. Stevens won first 
prize for ladies’, while Mr. 
G.W. Georgeson captured the 
gentlemen’s first prize at the 
whist drive held in the Galiano 
Hall.
Comsolation prizes were 
awarded to Mrs. E. Nicholls 
and Mr. J.P. Hume.
30 Years ago in The Review:
It was authoritatively 
learned that individual butter 
rations of approximately six 
ounces a person weekly would 
be maintained until the end of 
the year.
The supply position beyond 
that dale, however, was still 
too ob.scure to determine 
whether or not a ration cut 
would be necessary.
Mrs. Ian Douglas opened 
the very successful silver tea 
held by the First Keating 
Brownie Pack.
Corsages and gifts were 
pre.sentcd to Mrs. Douglas and 
to Mrs. W. McNally, and to 
Miss Shirley Bate.
20 Years ago in The Review:
Steve Dickiirson, manager of 
Van Isle Marina, informed The 
Review that construction had 
started on a concrete ramp for 
launching trailer-borne boats.
For some time residents of 
the Saanich Peninsula had 
realized the need for such a 
launching ramp as more and 
more tourists arrived on 
Vancouver Island bringing 
their power boats with them.
The North West Telephone 
Co. was building a microwave 
repeater station on Mount 
Bruce, South Salt Spring, 
which was to transmit TV 
programs from Vancouver to 
Victoria.
The men worked under 
difficulties. Besides having to 
climb the mountain over rough 
roads,they had worked in 
falling snow and fog.
10 Years ago in The Review:
Miss Sheila Harrison, 
Sidney queen and her 
princcs.ses, Mi.ss Julie Cox and 
Miss Linda Wilson, were 
sailors for half a day.
Accompainied by Mrs R.G. 
Day, the three girls took part 
in the Royal Victoria Yacht 
Club race.
Long-time Sidney 
businessman, George Thomas 
“Tommy” Sims, pa.s.sed away 
at Rest Haven hospital.
Mr. Sims had operated a 
restaurant on Third Street for 
a number of years and later 
established a second hand store 
in the same premises.
TERRY'S FRYING ENOUGH FOR 
THE WHOLE FAMILY 
AT
ReddVCtiep
9812 - Sth St. 656-5331
Just up from the Stop Light on Beacon
The Village Gallery on 
Beacon Avenue will pre.sent an 
exhibit and exhibition of Geoff 
Markovich’s work.
On Saturday, December 4, 
from 1 to 4 p.m., Markovich 
wilf be at the gallery displaying 
his watercolours, pencil 
sketches and acrylics.
He will al.so be painting in 
Ihe store during the al'lernooii.





Featuiifig Demy's Canned Music
'm the Cabaret 
FREE 9:30 ?M, to 10:30
SUNDAY
benkig Smorga^ord 
4:00 PM lo 8:00 PM,
^6^ Per PersonPrairie Images Exhibited 
A, Sidney’s Little Gallery
m
gallery in Victoria, but shows 
frequently in Sidney and 
Vancouver.
T w c n t y - n i n e - y c a r - o I d 
Markovich has been painting 
for most of his life, but only in 
(he past eight years has he gone 
professional.
Born in Alberta, Markovich 
is renowned for his prairie 
images that capture the quality 
of rural life.
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HOME ON TWO ACRES 
Quality home located in North 
Saanich in very private area. 
1725 sq. ft. of quality featuring 
thermo-windows, golden 
medalion wiring, 2 fireplaces 
with heatilators, plus other 
quality features. Large living 
room, 3 bedrooms, full 
basement for development. 





Your choice of two 
townhouscs, both in very good 
condition on property that is 
well maintained. The first 
home has 3 bdrms. and 
includes fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer and dishwasher in 
purchase price. The second is 
an end unit, in excellent 
condition, 2Vi bedrms., 2 
parking spaces and enclosed 





Couldn’t surprise you more 
than the interior of this 7 yr. 
old. Exceptional value is 
offered here with 3 bdrms., 5 
pc. bath, indirect lighting, 
beamed cathedral ceilings, 
bright spacious rooms and 
many more pleasing features. 
This immaculate home and 







Lots of trees, quiet street, 
pleasant view of Brentwood 
Bay, offers plenty of .seclusion. 
All this on just under 1 acre 
with added bonus of a well 
constructed 3 bdrm. home with 
-full basement. Large living 
room and suiidcck off dining 




iMieplacc, w-w, 2 bdrm., fridge 
and stove. Large lot with 
garden area, garage and 
workshop. $61,900. To view or 




Deluxe 2 bedroom 
condominium. Ground floor 
loctilion with views over the 
gardens. Uecently redecoraled. 




Superb family home. 3 
bedrooms on main plus 
finished Rec Room and family 
room downstairs. 3 baths. 
Slone fireplace and Rosewood 
feature wall in living room. 
Taslefiilly decorated. MI.S. 
$74,500.
SEA VIEW
Deluxe 3 or 4 bedroom home 
with views lo the souiheasl. 
Den with stmdeck off dining 
room. I'ealnre wall with 
fireplaee in living room. Rec 
room with 4th bedroom in full 
basemeni. Carport plus 
garage. 76x160 lot that is a 
gardeners joy. I'lilly fenced 
with sprinkling system. 
$79.5(K). MLS.
EAMILY l,IVIN(;
Ihis house and its loeafion 
make it ideal for the young 
family. 3 bedrooms, sundeek 
off ilining room, hard wood 
floors, full basement, on a 
tpiiei ciil de site with a park in 


















Lovely Vi acre waterfront lot 
on Canoe Bay. 72 ft. frontage. 




This 4 bedroom, no steps, 
home in the woods, features 
double glazing and insulation. 
Excellent water supply. Good 
buy at $78,900.
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, Nov. 20 
2-4 p.m.
2106 & 2111 Bakerview PL
Two new, quality homes, side 
by side in a rural setting on 80 
X 177 ft. lots. Both come 
complete with carpets, 
fireplace, extra insulation, 3 
bedrooms, 1 Vz bathrooms, 
finished rec room, large 
sundeek, etc. Immediate 
possession. $68,900.
PAT BAY
On .9 acre, 4 concrete block 
buildings, app. 3000 sq. ft., 




The world at your feet! IVz 
acre.sTop of a 450 ft. hill: 360 
degree view, blacktop road, 
watermain, subdivide once. 
Only 65,900.
DEEP COVE
On Birch Road, close to 
Marina, '/z acre. Easy to build 
on, good residential district. 
Now being subdivided. 
$30,000.










7/10 acre waterfront lot with 
south-western exposure in the 
Eitsl Pt. area. $14,000 MLS
SOU ril SIDNEY
Well kept 2 bedroom, 1'/: bath 
home on a 79’ xl57’ lot. Bright 
cV comfortable. $53,9(X) MLS
SEVEN’Iil .STREET 
Older two bedrotmt home on 
treed corner lot. Elect tie heat. 



















2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
SIDNEY WATERFRONT 
Ideal retirement home with 
Roberts Bay and its beautiful 
views at your doorstep. The 
property is partly treed and has 
a circular driveway. A must see 
at $69,900.
DEEP COVE
Another beauty with its own 
separate cove on Deep Cove 
with excellent beach access. 
Seclusion for sure and it is a 
post and beam design, floor to 
ceiling fireplace, picture 
windows in living, dining & 
master bedrooms. A real good 
retirement or starter. Asking 
$78,500
EXPERIMENTAL FARM
No blasting on this excellent 
half-acre property. Has water 
connection and percolation is 
good. Views to Sidney and 
Straits. Try your offer on 
$38,500
GULF ISLANDS 
Excellent property for 
investment. Nicely treed & 
sloping half-acre lot on piped 
water. Its a beauty on which to 
build your future retirement 
home. Asking $12,000 MLS
SIDNEY
A lovely cottage type two 
bedroom home that has 
.seel lesion even though it’s 
situated on a convenient corner 
property. Has a garage and 
workshop, and the garden 
po.ssibilities are quite evident. 
Asking $47,999 MLS
SIDNEY
If its a townhouse you are 
looking for, be sure and call 
me. For $42,500 its a beauty. 
Two bathrooms, electric heat, 
a most attractive electric fire­
place, immaculate, and the 






1000 GovcrnincnlSL Victoria 
;i81-812.4
NORTH SAANICH
Gently sloping half acre lot 
with seavievv on quiet cul-de- 
sac off f,andscnd Road. Only 












:il77 SAANICH RD., 
:>70-:t0(ll ':iH(l-:i.'i8.’l !
^ayshoisS*
realty ltd. ■ 
388-6424 1006 Fort St.J
NOR I H SAANICH
3-4 Beil rooms 
'/i acre lovt*ly trees 
on wilier miiiit 







TO BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL ESTATE 
ASSISTANCE 
CALL BOB HAGUE 
385-7761 24 His.
D.F. Hanley Agencies Ltd.' 
3293 Douglas St.
WILL BUILD WAREHOUSE or shop space 
for suitable tenant. New building, 




Two bedroom, 1 Vi baths; w/w carpet,
■ stove and fridge. Immediate occupancy. 
Reduced 2000.00. For quick sale. To view 
phone 382-0514. 46.]
MODERN OFFICE occommodotion with 
elevator available in Sidney Professional 
Centre. 9775 Fourth Sl, 656-2359. 36-tl
BACHELOR UNIT with kitchenette in 
exchange for light duties. Sandown 
Motel, Brentwood Boy. 652-1551. 45-tf
FURNISHED BACHELOR UNITS with 
kitchenettes available from now until late 
spring. Starting as low os $210 lor 30 
days. Sandown Motel, Brentwood Boy. 
652-1551.^1
ROOM OR ROOM AND BOARD in family 
home in Sidney for working mole or 
female. Own bathroom. HoveT.V. Room. 
Available immediately. Phone656-6466. 
46-1
SIDNEY. TWO BEDROOM oportment. 
$204,05. Adults only. Manager 656-4838. 
46-1
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Working Adult, 656-6260. 46-1
ONE WOMAN, 20-30, single and working, 
live on 32 acre ranch, 10 mins, from 
Sidney. For details Coll Linda. 652-3257. 
46-1
HOUSE WANTED TO $50,000. Must hove 3
bedrooms plus, trees, condition of 
Secondary importance. Phone 656-5907 
evenings. 45.]
DUTCH GARDENER AVAILABLE for Sidney 
and Brentwood areas. Good 
workmonship. Reasonable prices. No job 
too big, 656-3297. Leo Lodders. 37-tl
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch Rotovotor.
Prompt courteous service.656-1748. IS-tf 
CARPENTER SEEKS WORK, any job large
or small. Additions, sundecks,
renovations, etc. 656-6487. 4l.tf
BARNEY'S BACKHOE SERVICE.
Exlendohoe, 4-in-one bucket. Reasonable 
rotes. Give us a try. 656-53 52 evenings. 
45.tl
BOOKKEEPING SERVICE small businesses
and Professional practices. My home 
656-2677. 46,,
CONCRETE WORK — Concrete Patios; 
sidewalks and Driveways. Free estimates 
with guaranteed workmanship. 477-7558.
 46-H.
CHRISTMAS IS COMING and so is your 
Christmas Cleaning Elf. Please call 656- 
5317. 46.,
|lel|ifyi(antei
EARN EXTRA MONEY In your spare lime.
Become a Liquid Embroidery Tri Chom 
Instructor, No oxporionco necessary. 
Phono 652-2756. 45.3
BABY SITTER FOR OCCASIONAL aiioi
school. Laurel Road area, Deep Cove, 
656.174 0 . 46.,
NEEDED MOTHER'S HELPER FOR (wo
young childion. daily, Cotilral Soatrich, 
Keating Aren, 6 5 2.306?, 46-1
PERSON FOR HOUSEWORK, Four hours,
one morning a week, Deep Cove oroe. 
Roloroncos. 656-6368. .,6-1
///'/FqfhSaleHf'fSI
BUY DAD A HOMELITE chain saw far
Xmas « cut your own firewood. Save on 
fuel costs, Sidney Ronlnls, your Homolllo 
Poolttr, 656-5541.  45.3
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE — 2434 
(loocon Ave,, Sidney, fl.C, 4i'.(|
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW, Old end Anilquos'', 
9781 SocondSt, Phono656-3511, 19.|t
SANAM SHARPENING LTD. ' 
1740 Ml. NawlonXRd,
&S2-329S






Planer, jointer & sllngo knives 
I Scissors 8 pinking shears 
Garden tools
TWO, DUNLOP, SIliNT TRAc'nON
snowlltns, will, rims. As new. IWO-l-'l. 
$50.tl0, Indy's now ,3 s()eed liiko, CCM 
Calico will, wire cnriinr, $75.00, 656 4f>.17,
_______________  '''''I
■fEN NEW, Rc/al'mATCHSTICK 110100(7)
tuiInins. 6 • 4H Ins: 4 - 24 Ins; now, 50 fl, 
tulilter garden hose; toundiy luhs with 
^<;35 nI lor 6 (), n,, 46-1
DBAPFRY $'EwlNG''’MAoTrffiri'iMETOrrY
MACHINE, used 2 mnnihs, excolleni 
rondllinn. Cost $850, will, sntrlfke $475.
pljgno cello cl, 46.|
sijbE JACKC^’wiTH FuTT'RIKMk'e nTiw", 
Sl/e 1112. $40, iiiiuid ,iluyiii, Kl.A $IU, 
656-4002,  46.1
TWO BOX SpilNOl AND iMAfTRiTsTs
will, htimihonids, one $25, one $45. 
"Pionoor ■ thoin sow, $90; "Hoover" floor 
|)olishiir, $20, "niolliiu" knilling niuchino, 







SINGER treadle sowing machine, $85; 
t Bissel carpel sweeper, $5: Kirby, upright 
vacuum, $10; milk con, $15; oak 
doubletree, $5; trim gym, $20: ploy pen, 
$15; Gendron stroller, $20; old, Poor 
model, radio, $25; studio couch, like new, 
$75; 13 cu. It, Coldspot, left hand door 
fridge, $125,656-4296, 46-1
25H.P. JOHNSON Outboard, one year 
old. New price, $1200, osking $800; also 
small bool trailer, $200, 656-4018 or 384-
4912,______________________ 46-1 '
THOMAS ORGAN: double bed with 
Walnut headboard; guide uniform. 656- 
2770, 46-1
TWO ARBORITE END TABLES.$15,00 each. 
656-6439, 4^.]
CHESTERFIEID/CHAIR, covered.
Excellent condition. $200, 656-1404, 46-1 
ALUMINUM WINDOWS WITH 
SLIDERS/screens to fit openings. Three 60 
in, X 42 in,, three 36 in, x 30 in; one96 ins 
X 48 in,; one 48 in. x 42 in. Sold os a lot 
only. $250, 656-1404 , 4604,
1973 HONDA a 70 , 550 Miles. Mint 
condition. Perfect Christmas gift, $400, 
Phono 656-2471 offer 4 p.m, 46-1
,36 INCH ELECTRIC GRILL, two bosket deep 
fryer. Both commercial items complete 
with stand, $600, 656-5845 or 656-3105, 
46-2 
MAN’S GOLF SET, two woods, five irons, 
bog and cart; Lady's golf set, two woods, 
three irons, bog and cart. Both for $100, 
Double bed. As new, "Posture Mote", 
$100, Love Seat, $40, 656-5869, 46-1
Miscellaneous
Wanted
rock & ROLL 78'S. Artists like Presley, 
Chuck Berry, Ricky Nelson, Fats Domino, 
etc, 478-8847, 41-tf
OLD TREADLE SEWING MACHINE FOR 
WOOL spinning ottochment, sewing head 
not necessary. 656-3039 , 46-]
USED ENVELOPES AND POSTCARDS , 
bought, any age, from any country. Coll 
Steve Slavik, 385-6438, 46-1









FOR QUICK SALE — 1975 Pinto, 2 door, in
mint condition, 7000 miles, auto,, P.S., 
P.B., cost new $3800,00, must sell for 
$2800.00 (estate). 652-57 4 3, 44.3
28 FT. WOOD CABIN CRUISER, good 
condition, recently renovated, 6 cylinder 
Chrysler Crown marine engine, nice 
family bool, sleeps four. Asking 
$8750,00, 656-5845 or 656-3105. 45-2,
OLD UNUSUAL CAR RADIO. $15; sol ol 
lour 16 inch Kolsoy-Hoyo wire whools, 
$50; 1974 Yamaha Ty 250 motorcycle. 




















bwnor Wilf Dorman olvos por- 
5011(31 (iltonllon lo all orders, 
PHONE 656-4754
RUBBISH AND OARBAOE luiulod, p’hottti' 
6Wil7[l-h _ __ IS.,I
thunks lo my mnny (rliinds In Sidney (nt 
limit welcume tillei cm nhsunce nl six 
yeuis, lu lliuse in ollii-usi st(,)iiis, I hut s 
Gtiingn, Bunk ul Mnntiuiil and ||m mciny 
Immiis wimie I imjriyed yuur hnspllrillly, 
my n(i|)(e(l(i||on, A special thanks to’ 
IhoDe who visited me lu hus,>iliil end my 
welcome 1 tecelved nl Nnvy Orick where I 
wets empluyed lot all ol the 19 yuctrs, 
Thank ynii nil, Hcicolil llenimll, 46-1 
CIA S SIC A l~ O UI ~T A H^Tn ST RUCTION, 
llnglnneis ■ Any ago, 652 1765, 46-i
Personals
INFORMAL BIBLE READING CROUP. Drop 
in at 9726 First Street, Sidney, every 
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. All welcome. 32-ff 
EARS PIERCED Medi-System. Non 
Alergenic studs. For appointment phone 
656-5403. 39*tf
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative is 
Norman Hull. 656-4938, 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
45-tf
Coming EvOnts
BAZAAR AND TEA, Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East Saanich Road. 
Home cooking, sewing, dried 
arrangements, Chrlstmos baking, stuffed 
toys. Tea $.75. Saturday. Nov. 20, 2 p.m. 
45-2
[bingo K of P hall. 8 p.m., ovepr
^ Thursday. Everybody welcome.. J -tf
, ■ l4 ( ,• . (J c „ fc, 1 . ( HI" ' V I
Coming Events
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, Sunday, 
Nov. 21st., 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Reservations 656-3082. 46* 1
CARPORT SALE, starts Saturday, Nov. 20, 
10:00 a.m. Daily until sold, 9704 Third St. 
Sidney. Building material and tools: cafe 
table cloths and table fitments, waitress 
uniforms, fit all sizes: 45 gal. drum pink 
lotex, $50; hot water tonk, $30, new 
condtilon, floor tiles, 5 cents each. 
Hundreds of items. 46-1
DON'T FORGET! Saturday, Nov. 20th. 
PHILBROOK MARINE GARAGE SALE. 9:00 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 23 24 Harbour Rood, ot 
the bottom. 46-1
ST. PAUL'S U.C.W. Christmos Bazaar, 
Nov. 20th. 2 - 4 p.m. Malovtew and Fifth 
St. Home Baking, Hots and Jewellry. 
sewing, attic treasures, Plants, Children’s 





Like hope, the lure of gold 
springs eternal in the human 
heart — which is why each 
summer sees a recurring 
exodus of city and town folk 
to Atlin and Barkerville, 
Leechtown and Omineca, the 
bars of the Fraser River, the 
Peace and the Columbia’s Big 
Bend, and why hardware 
merchants in these areas (as 
well as in some cities) re-order 
gold pans every year.
Any river or creek showing 
“colors” attracts its quota 
of panners, who will wash and 
shake until their arms tire, 
even though “all that glitters” 
may be nothing more than iron 
pyrites.
Sad to say, the chances of 
striking it rich panning gold 
are pretty remote, which is 
probably why you no longer 
need a free miner’s certificate 
for this endeavor: the 
Department of Mines doesn’t 
think you will make any 
money, and your fun isn’t 
worth all that paper work.
But you may indeed find a 
few flakes of gold and there 
are worse places to be on a 
sunny afternoon than beside a 
cool and bubbling creek 
seeking for gold. Trespass is 
your only real worry; the 
district mining recorder’s 
office can show you placer 
leases and reserves and 
national and provincial parks 
(which are out of 
bounds) on their maps. Mines 
also have a dollar booklet 
describing various methods of 
gold mining. From the page on 
panning, you will learn that 
serious panning can be a lot of 
hard work. It takes between 
150 and 175 pans of gravel to 
yield a cubic yard (three- 
quarters of a cubic metre) of 
the raw material that may yield 
an infinitcsiiiial amount of 
gold. An expci i can pan about 
half a cubic yard a day.
Becoming an expert is 
probably the best way of 
making money panning, for it
improves your chances of 
striking pay dirt in “seeded” 
troughs such as the one at 
Barkerville, and makes you 
eligible to enter competitions 
in the many places where the 
lore of yesteryear’s strikes has 
led to, the lure of money and 
merchandise prizes for win­
ners.
Interestingly enough, British 
Columbia’s most prestigious 
gold panning competition — a 
championship for champions 
only — is not held at 
Barkerville, but in the Peace 
River country at Taylor, a 
place better known for oil. 
There, the four-year-old 
World’s Invitational Class A 
Gold Panning Championship 
will be staged on May 23. 
Many known champions have 
been invited to compete; other, 
eligible by virtue of winning a 
championship anywhere in the 
world, may apply in writing 
(10 days in advance with an 
entry fee of $20).
Entrants will compete in 
three events: wash out 15 
counted flakes of gold in a 
measured panful of gravel in 
15 minutes; find five somewhat 
bigger flakes in three minutes 
and finally, race judge’s 
stopwatches to uncover a 1/20 
(troy) ounce nugget buried in 
gravel. World’s record time is 
10.7 seconds. Oldest com­
petitor for the winner’s ounce 
of pure gold will be 81-year-old 
Taylor resident Jesse Stearnes.
This year, for the first time. 
Prince George will stake its 
claim to gold-panning fame by 
holding two gold-panning 
competitions. The British 
Columbia Gold Panning 
Championship, open to 
residents of the province only, 
takes place July 3. On July 4, 
the Great Canadian Open Gold 
Panning Championship — 
very open indeed, to anyone in 
the world — will be staged.
Spectators arc welcome at 
both Taylor and Prince George 
competitions.
Erosion Subject For Discussion
The subject of erosion, a 
problem to potential home 
buyers, was discussed in 
Central Saanich council 
Monday,
ll.C. Koiman wrote council 
concerning a recent decision by 
eoiineil that no liclp be 
supplied land owners witli 
eroding land. At that time, 
eoimeil deciilcd no notice 
could he made at the land 
registery concerning erosion 
problems on certain pieces of 
land.
Coimcil diseusseil the mailer 
fiirlher, noliiig that the Capital 
Uegion Board was looking into 
erosinii on Ihe eoasl.
Aid, George MacFarlane 
woiulered if ‘‘leelmical 
information could not be 
regisiored against title.” Me 
iniciuls to look into it more 
earcfiilly.
Other aldermen were 
eoneerned taking on any 
respoHsihility for noting
erosion on titles might, in the 
riiturc, can.se legal problems. 
“We can not atljndicale on 
where danger is.” .said Aid. 
Frank Waring.
United Way
Organizers arc tallying ihe 
final contributions for the 1976 
United Way campaign,
Although the financial goal 
set for the drive was not mel, 
contrihiitions did compare 
favourably with last year’s.
The Greater Victoria region 
colleelctl $674,000, according 
to Stuart Di'iimmonil, 
exccniive director of the 
United Way.
Of tliat Slim, approximately 
$1(X1,(K)0 was raised from 
eanva.ssing Itomes and mail-in 
eontrihiitions. Tliis was ilic 
first year tlie Vietoria United 
Way used mail-in envelopes 
and tlie response lo iliem was 
good, Drnmmtind said.





All cars re-finislicd in new super aerylie enamel.




BEACON AT 1ST STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRL SAT.
We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a.m. totfiOO p.m. 
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A motion to permit 
reading of a letter 
allegedly bringing 
pressure to bear on the 
Central Saanich Council 
was defeated at council 
meeting Monday.
Aid. Donald
MacLaurin requested the 
letter to be discussed in 
council, saying it “sets 
forth very clearly, certain 
actions council must 
take.”
The letter from Gardo 
Gurr, adressed to Mayor 
Butler was given to the 
mayor in a meeting held 
in early October with 
Gurr, two other
spokesmen from the 
Citizen’s For Tri- 
Municipal Recreation 
and Aid. Dave Hill 
chairman of council’s 
recreation committee.
The meeting was held at 
Mayor Butler’s request to 
diseuss various solutions to the 
reercation stalemate.
1 find it almost impossible 
to believe that he (MacLaurin) 
would suggest I could be 
charged with any corrupt 
piactiecs.” said Gurr Tuesday 
morning.
“The letter was a vehicle to 
get discussion started. Some of 
the recommendations were 
completely reversed during the 
meeting.” said Gurr.
G'urr, Central Saanich 
Alderman candidate further
stated “it MaeLaurin were a 
man of convictions he would 
be running tor ofiee again 
instead of leaving council.”
Larry Scott, another 
aldermanic candidate, said he 
supports Gurr in his 
statements.
“Aid MaeLaurin is being 
absolutely ridiculous,” Scott 
said, “He is very 
misinformed.”
Aid. MaeLaurin, Aid. 
George MacFarlane and Aid. 
Frank Waring voted to allow 
the letter to be discussed in 
council. Aid. Flill, Aid. Percy 
Lazarz and Mayor Butler 
voted against the motion.
Butler defended her postion 
of keeping the letter out of 
council by saying the letter was 
addressed to her and Gurr had
Successful Meet At Sandown
As expected. Capital City 
Turf Club’s second meeting 
was even more successful than 
the first.
On Saturday afternoon, 
before a crowd of 5,806 and 
under an unseasonably fine 
autumn sky, the races at 
Sandown park came to a close.
According to track 
directors, this year there 
wasn’t a bad day weather-wise 
while last year it was just the 
opposite.
George Hark nett’s three- 
year old filly Major Hike 
emerged this season as one of 
the stars of the meet.
The filly won two of the 
leaturcd events including the 
Vancouver Island
championship over a mile and 
one sixteenth Saturday.
Earlier the horse had won 
the Times Handicap and 
tinished a close second to 
Willies Revenge in the 
Vancouver Island Derby.
The latter horse, owned and 
trained by Jack Guest of 
Vancouver and recently voted 
the best B.C. bred (male), 
carried a record 133 pounds in 
that victory after earlier taking 
the opening day Colonist 
Handicap.
One of the most memorable 
aspects of the closing of this 
season is that veteran race 
caller Jack Short will retire 
after calling the final race 
Saturday, the 48,860th of his 
career.
Short decorated the winner 
and was honoured by the 
Capital City Turf Club and 
others for his 43-year-career
The jockeys doused Short in 
a bucket of confetti.
Short, a Peninsula resident, 
will continue his keen interest 
in horse-racisng life as he is 
now a member of the B.C. 
Horse-racing Commission.
Letter Clarifies Recreation Centre Grant Status
Clarification of the status of 
provincial grants for the 
recreation complex was the 
purpose of a letter from 
minister of municipal affairs 
Hugh Curtis read at North 
Saanich council this week.
Curtis was commenting on a 
report concerning a statement 
made by Sidney Mayor Peter 
Malcolm about possible 
complications arising out of 
the change in minister 
responsible for the community 
recreational facilities fund.
That fund would have been 
the source of a grant which 
would be for the recreation 
complex, now under 
construction. The possibility 




The Social Credit national 
leadership conference was 
attended recently by local 
resident. Lew King, one time 
MLA for Fort George.
King reports he is happy 
with the conference’s chosen 
successor for Real Caouettc, 
ailing national leader.
The new leader is Andre 
Fortin, a member of 
parliament for nine years. At 
32, he is the youngest party 
leader in parliament.
King, as well as many of the 
80 western Canadian delegates, 
originally supported Martin 
Matterslcy of Edmonton, but 
agrees the conference elected 
the best man for the job.
Fortin, National President 
of the Social Credit for some 
liine, is a powerftil speaker and 
will be a strong leader, 
according to King.
There were 1,230 voting 
delegates including 40 from 
British Columbia anti 8(X) from 
Oiiebee
provincial grant is still 
uncertain.
While there is no new 
information with respect to the 
grant, Curtis said, “1 can 
certainly assure you that the 
transfer of duties in this
respect from the Honourable 
Mrs. McCarthy to the 
Honourable San Bawlf has 
proceeded very smoothly.”
Bawlf is fully familiar with 
the status of the project, Curtis 
said.
ST. STEPEHN’S ACW
St. Stephen’s A.C.W. met in 
the St. Stephen’s Memorial 
Hall on Wednesday afternoon, 
November 3rd.
A letter was read from 
Father Futter congratulating 
the group on the successful 
Fall Tea and Bazaar, and 
thanking them for their hard 
work.
The tea was most successful 
with eight hundred and forty- 
nine dollars realized.
Mrs. Fi.shcr, a dedicated 
volunteer at the young people’s 
work. It is hoped to give these 
young people some form of
entertainment during the 
Christmas season.
Monies donated at this time 
were Camp Columbia, $100; 
Diocesan pledge, $100; 
Primate’s World Relief, $150; 
undesigqated , $ 1 00;
Theological College, $50; 
Poppy Fund, $10; Canterbury 
Cathedral Fund, $50. A 
generous donation was made 
towards the upkeep of the 
church hall.
A .social hour followed the 
business meeting, when tea was 
served.
said he had no particular 
interest in having the letter 
appear before council. She 
agreed the letter was a starting 
point for dialogue between the 
two groups.
Although Aid. MacLaurin 
saw tit to read the letter over 
the phone to the Colonist 
because he felt “responsible to 
inform the electorate that this 
kind of thing is going on.” He 
did not feel he was able to 
disclose to The Sidney Review 
W'hat was in the letter. Since 
council had “seen fit not to 
make the letter public.”
Ken Stanlake, vice-chairman 
of the Committee for Tri- 
Municipal Recreation, was 
angered by statements made in 
council.
“Once elected, the present 
council feels they’re no longer 
accountable to the people that 
elected them,” he accused.
“When a council member 
can suggest that half the 
electorate is guilty of corrupt 
irractiees because they petition 
council to express their opinion 
on the tri-municipal reercation 
complex, which was done with 
2,0(X) signatures, then it’s time 
for a change.”
“We are making good on 
our promise to council to 
support a comprehensive 
recreation facility,” Stanlake 
said.
The citizen’s committee is 
sending out a letter to voters in 
Central Saanich urging them to 
vote “yes” on the upcoming 
referendum.
“The mayor and council 
completely ignored the 
expressed wishes of more than 
half the electorate (in May, 
when the petition was signed) 
and, instead, offered the 
proposition of a second 
swimming pool ... a 
proposition which was later 
soundly rejected by the 
voters,” the letter reads.
After direct pressure from 
the committee, the letter states, 
council is giving voters an 
opportunity to vote on a tri- 
municipal centre.
“By joining with Sidney and 
North Saanich, we can build a 
single, complete and efficient 
facility,” the letter continues, 
“We taxpayers will save 
thousands of dollars yearly on; 
operating costs.”
The letter concludes by 
asking voters to “examine 
carefully the credibility of 
candidates asking to operate 
our reercation program.”
The recreation referendum 
will be held in Central Saanich 
on Saturday, November 20, 
along with municipal elections.
Building Maintenance Electrical
Maybe you need (he Handyman ,. .
'MAN AROUND THE HOUSE






“Service as it used to be” 























windows, floors, carpets, 
etc. CARPETS SHAMPOOED 
Steam or Van Schrader 




^MOLUMBIA CARPET & DRAPERY
1503 Haullain • Victoria • B.C. • 595-1121 Eves. 656-6229





10651 McDonald Park Rd.
656-2127 SIDNEY





Custom Made Drapes & 
Furniture Upholstery, Boat 
Cushions. Do-it-yourself 













—Expert Home Design and Drafting 
Service










• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING
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(off Keating X Rd.) 4:
GORDON'S 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Rotovato level cultivating 






Nielsen & Nielsen 
Renovations &. Additions 
Carpentry Cabinet Making 












Framing, Addiliim.s - 




Roslcluntlal ■ Coinmorclol 
S Goll Caurso Construction 





Now Homei t Cablnotf Cuilorn build 
Ramodollng • Addllloni and Rapairt. 
Raaionable rales—Fraa oillmalai
PHONE 656-4915















A Complolo Sign Sorvico




I.ititdscaping - Contnicling. 
For that small job that 
needs lots of power.
656-1716
Plumbing & Heating
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the Peninsula, Phono 
K. Kiricker-A. Kuwen 













Spoclalizing in Hoi Wator 
Hoaling














Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 







technician with 35 years 






25 years experience 
Residential - Commercial 
Industrial ,
Rewiring - Electric Heating 
Repairs
Appliance Connections 





• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING
"No job too large 
or too small"



















Disposal Flold Designs 





















Vlrlerle Flying Sarvirvt lid. 
Charter A scbeiiiileil lligbis 
Wliuuls/I Imils - (liiy/nlglit 










Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
2335 AMITY DR.
COR, PAT BAY HWY
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
Closed Sundays ft Mondays




Sidney, Of.lish Celiiml.io V8L 2X4









745 Ardmore Dr., Sidney 
656-6170
R
P p L E XD L 0 f
‘ STEP TO . Y 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 
No. 102-9861 Third St. 
656-2515.
SIDNEY GLASS




Insurance Claims Promptly Handled .
9786 Second St. [656-1313







Open Tuesday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.




2470 Beacon Ave,, Sidney 
Chinese & Canadian Cuisine 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
Pick Up Order 10% oil 
OUR NEW HOUR?;
Mon. loSol. 11 o,m.-1l p.in.
Sun. 8 Hoi. 12 noon-9 p.m,
(Closed Tuesdays)
656-1812





On I.ociilion Ciirpcl 











George Darimont D.D. 
George Lynn o.D.
Optometrists
Medical Arts liullding 





BOAT OWNER APPEALS WHARF SUIT
He was “tired of 
being pushed around’’, so Lew 
King refused to pay additonal 
utility fees charged by Sidney 
for his sailboat docked in 
Tschum Harbour.
The Town of Sidney took 
King to court as a test case and 
won in June 1976. King, with 
legal council, is appealing the 
decision in county court
November 25.
In April 1975, Sidney town 
council pas.sed a resolution 
charging an additonal rate per 
boat of 40 cents a foot as well 
as the original moorage fee of 
40 cents a foot. No new 
services were provided and the 
wharf-users claim the utilities 
already available were 
inadequate.
Sidney municipal clerk 
Geoff Logan said the 
municipality was providing 
services such as a wharfinger,
parking supervision, power, 
lights and water plus 
mainicnancc and fire
protection tmd the general 
tiixpayer was subsidizing the 
whaii'.
OVER A HUNDRED CHILDREN 
ringed the, Rerhembrance Day 
ceremonies held at the cenataph in
front of the Sidney Town Hall. Many 
of the young children present were 
Brownies or Scouts.
The local people who 
docked their boats in the wharf 
refused to pay the extra fee and 
consequently King was taken 
to court as a test case.
Logan explained that on 
solicitor’s advice the town 
proceeded against one person 
to make sure the outstanding 
debts were legally owed before 
taking action against other 
truant fees.
In .liily 1976, when the court 
ruled in favour of the town. 
King with financial help from 
the other boat owners using the 
wharf, hired a local law firm.
If the appeal upholds the 
original decison in favour of 
the Town of Sidney, it would 
be legally allowed to attempt to 
collect several thousand dollars 
in fees. To King himself it 
would cost $90.
The municipaltiy gave up 
administration of the dock in 
1975 because of lack of 
fisherman co-operation, hefty 
administration costs 
and problems in collecting 
moorage fees.
The wharf is again 
adminsistcred by federal 
authorities and the utility fee 
has been discontinued.
“Council went through 
strenuous deliberations and 
entertained two fishermen’s 
delegations pushing for 
municipal administration 
before deciding to take over 
the dock,’’ according to 
Logan.
King fought the case on the 
basis that although the wharf 
was taken over by Sidney in 
by-law lorm, the additional 
utility fee was levied by 
resolution of council. He 
contends the resolution was 
not sullicient to endorse 
money payment.
Logan said the terms of the 
lease required Sidney to 
administer the wharf according 
to federal regulations which 
allow the administering body 
to charge the cost of any 
utilities plus 10 percent.
King would not disclo.se any 
details of the upcoming appeal 
for fear of revealing a new 
direction to the ToWn of 
Sidney.
The last ruling took six 
weeks to be handed down,” 
King is not concerned if this 
one takes just as long.
When you really care ...
Christine Laurent Ltd.
Jewellery — Fine Gifts
656-7141
2432 BEACON AVE
“Opposite the Post Office” Sidney, B,C.
mmm.
NOTICE OF POLL
MUNtCIPALITY OF CENTRAL SAANICH
PUBLIC NOnCB i.s hereby given to the electors of the Municipality aforesaid tlmt ti |ioll has become 
necessary at tlie election now pending and that 1 have gratited such poll; and further, that persons duly 











































Same as for 
Coimcil 















IS99 I lovey Rd.
Siumiehton











2,122 l aimer Rd,
Vietoria
1774 Prosser Rd. 
Saanichtim 





















.Such poll will be opened at Brentwood Elementary School, 70H5 W’iilliice Dri\’o, Brentwood Bay; 
Ketiling Elementary ,School, 64H3 C?entral Saanich Roatl, Vietoria; anil Ihe Mnnieipal Hall, 1901 Ml. 
Newton Cross Road, Saanichton, on .Saturday, NOVE.MBE.R 20lh, 1976 between the hours of «:0I) 
a.m. and 8:00 p.m. and the Advance Poll will he opened in the Mnnieipal 1 lall on Tlnirsdiiy, November 
IKih, 1976 and Eriday, November 19, 1976 between Ihe hours of 2:(K) p.m. and 5:00 p.’m. of which 
every person is hereby rciiuired lo lake notice and govern him/herself accordingly.




on SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1976
aaYour Full Time Mayor"




and Friday, November 19, 1976 SCHOOL
from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
For information or transportation
KEATING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
to the Polls Phone CENTRAL SAANICH
656-2123 or 652-2194. MUNICIPAL HALL
I have been your Mayor for 2'A years and feel I 
have proven my ability in carrying out the careful and 
diligent management of the affairs of the Municipality 
— a willingness to listen and a capacity to act.
I am completely free from any conflicting alliances 
or commitments. My only vested interest is in the long 
range good of the Municipality.
I will endeavour to keep a tight rein on Municipal 
expenditure and hold your tax dollars to a minimum.
I am dedicated to the proposition that Central 
Saanich shall continue to be a pastoral Community 
reta.ining a blend of Agriculture and pleasant 
Residential Area. It must not be desecrated by 
haphazard development.
Positive steps have been taken by the Minister of 
Municipal Affairs, Water Boards and the three 
Peninsula Municipalities to resolve the water shortage.
We are bringing to Referendum to give you the 
opportunity to say whether or not you wish to
QUIETLY DOING 
AN EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT JOB
Inserted by Committee for Mayor Butler.




A brewing system for making 8 great 
cups of coffee in less than 10 minutes. 






Dressy, 50% / 50% poly rayon and 
poly acrylic, 2-piece pant set. Styles 
and colors for both girls and boys. 
Sizes: 12, 18, 24 months.
each
set




Soon to be a favorite in your home, this 
cuddly 28" rag doll comes complete with 
wool hair and peasant dress and bonnet.
Excellent quality towel set of 100% 
cotton. 3-piece set consists of 1 
printed bath towel and 2 solid colored, 
matching hand towels. Made In 
Canada.
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Floral printed trilobel fabric. 
2 button cuff. Available in 
Beige, Blue, Green. Sizes: 

















Ladies’ 100% Nylon 
Long Gowns
Bedtime elegance for lounging or sleeping. Double 
ruffle trim on V-neckline. Short-sleeve style with 
elasticized bust. Full embroidered overlay with 
ruffle trim hemline. Choose from: White, Pink, Blue, 





Polyester baby cable bell 
sleeve topper with mock 
turtleneck. Zip back. Colors: 
White, Blue, Pink, Jade, 








A bedtime favorite in 100% cotton flannelette. 
Elasticized scoop neckline, ruffle flounce hemline, 
short sleeves and matching briefs. Assorted color­




Novelty styled cardigan with 
5-button front. Contrasting 
sleeves, collar and pockets 
against a solid color body. 







Fashion right pants with 
shirred back, zip fly, half 
bolt and 2 pork chop poc­
kets. Colors: Navy, Brown, 





80% arnel, 20% nylon, 
suede-like bodice with 
striped acrylic sleeves and 
turtleneck insert. Colors: 
Navy, Brown, Rust, Green. 




100% stretch nylon, 20 
denier knit. All sheer sandal- 
foot. Sewn-on elastic waist 
for fit and comfort. One size 
fits 100 to 160 lbs. Beige and 
Spice.




Poly/cotton blend big tops. Choice of 2 
styles in 65/35 fortrei and cotton patch- 
work and 50/50 poly cotton knit stripes. 
Sizes: 8, 10. 12, 14. A special gift giving
“,48
Girls’ Quilted Dusters
Elegant and warm in a full-length duster 
of quilted 100% acetate with polyester 
fiberfill. Regular style collar and braid 
trim. Assorted prints. Sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14.
Little Girls’
2-Pce. Pyjamas




Novelty wold appliques. At
sorted colors. Sizes: 4-6-6X.
70% acrilan, 30% cotton, 
multi-colored sloopors. Full- 
length zipper. Attached feet. 
Colors: Maize and Aqua. 







70% acrilan, 30% cotton 
sleepers. Full-length zipper. 
Attached feet. Colors: Maize 




Tonka Wrecker Truck L
Crank operated, swivel-type twin towin; Si 
booms. Complete with towing bar and simi pi 
lated emergency flasher. Approximate sizi ci 
171/4" long, 11" high and 7%" wide. a(
Special! Road Race Set
Tonka 
Dump Truck
Jackie Stewart Nite Lites race set by Aurora. Two cars with operating 
headlights and powerful magnets for super grip on the track. Guardrail 
glows in the dark. Complete with extras. 11'8" of racing track.
Tonka tough, durhp truck I 
those big jobs. Box raises I j 
dumping. Super-digger tir 
and wide vision windshie / 




A must for all your 
Christmas wrapping. 
Economical Va" x 1010" 




Gift box of Enu de Co­
logne, 43 ml, and hand 
and body lotion, 57 ml,
each
Light Fascination! 
ck Lite Brite by Hasbro
towin; Set contains over 400 giowing pegs, 16 pre- 
id simi printed subjects and six blank sheets to 
ite sizi create your own masterpiece. A nationally 
advertised toy. Bulb not included.
Early American 
Rocking Chair
A traditional design of qual­
ity hardwood. A surprisingly 
soothing, practical toy for 











Pull cord activated voice box 
says “Chatter — Chatter." Eyes 
roll, dial rings. A perfect toy this 
Christmas for tots 2 to 6 years 
old.
Fisher-Price Sesame Street
A popular educational toy. A detailed replica of Sesame Street with all 
the familiar, well-loved characters from the TV series. Toy unfolds to 
reveal Sesame Street street scene including functional buildings. Lots 




25 .sparkle set by Noma. As­
sorted colored bulbs treated 






This Christmas bag con­
tains 20 regular-size 
bows, 10 oxtro-large 





Christmas tinsel garlands. 






















Men’s Dress/Sport Shirt 
With Matching Tie
Styled of easy-care 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Permanently 
pressed for little or no ironing. Your choice of several print 
patterns. Co-ordinated with a plain color tie. Sizes: 15 to 17. 







Men’s Van Dual 
by Van Heusen
New! It’s a dress shirt plus it’s a 
sport shirt. 65% poly/35% cotton, 
for complete wash and wear. Single 
needle tailoring. Assorted patterns. 




Bold ’n bulky, fully fashioned for 
warmth and comfort. Knit from Meri- 
anda acrylic yarn. Crew neck style. 
Colors: Blue, Green, Camel. Sizes; 




Just a great looking sweater, 
styled in 75% wool, 25% 
acrylic. Six-button front. As­
sorted coiors and patterns. 






Assorted print patterns to choose from. Sizes: Small, Medium, 




Men’s comfortable Kroy wool, 
cotton and nylon blend socks 
by McGregor. Sanitized, 
cushion sole. Assorted dark 








Printed Tablecloths Thermal Blanket
An excellent quality 65% polyester, 
35% cotton printed tablecloth. Size: 
52" X 70". Assorted colors and pat­
terns. Machine washable.
Canadian made, quality printed 
blankets by Esmond mills. Washable, 






Easy care 65% polyester, 55% 
cotton western shirts in the 
popular plaid pattern. Pearl- 
ized buttons. Sizes: 8 to 16.
Great value! Doubleknit ski 
pattern pullover. Crew neck. 
Long sleeves. 100% acrylic, 
machine washable. Red, White 
and Blue combinations. Sizes: 
8 to 16.
Jr. Boys’ Plaid 
Western Shirts
Easy-care 65%/35% polyester 
and cotton. An easy-going 
style for the easy riders. 
Pearlized buttons like older 




A beautiful 5-pi0C0 sot. Ideal for 
homo use or gift giving. Sot consists 
of tablecloth and four matching nap­
kins. Assorted colors. Attractively 
gift boxed.
Give a practical gift. This kitchen sot 
consists of a kitchen towel, dish­
cloth and pot holder, all in matching 
screen printed designs.




Sounds of Christmas 
on this New 
Stereo Sound Centre 
from Lloyd’s
A fantastic gift for the enjoyment of the whoie family. 
Features deluxe AM/FM stereo receiver with built-in 
8-track player. Slanted slide-rule dial scale with slide 
controls for volume, balance, bass and treble. Full- 
size BSR automatic record changer. Speakers in­
clude extended range woofers with bass reflex 











Bowl of lush Christmas greenery, 
polnsettias and pine set in a woven 
wooden bowl. Size approximately 14" 




Choose from 3 colors and two popular 
sizes, 8-oz. and 10-oz. Heavy base helps 
to stabilize glass. Stock up now for en­
tertaining friends and family.
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